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SPECTACULAR SUNDAY
which destroyed Kelowna mail order
morninc general alarm fire I and loss of which some insurance men hint may run to $500,0001 Inglis, the fire is seen getting a head start; (CEOTRE) shows I sky w ^d, caught by Courier cameraman Irving Gorby;
T b r a S o S p s o n s - S e a r s J i s  depicted above. First picture (LEFT) caught by George [peak of the blazing inferno belching huge clouds of black smoke |(RIGHT) a section of the building after fire was struck out.
™  T ^ r^ r, ^  ITQTAL DESTRUCTION!
T he D a ily  C o u rie r
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ONE TITLE WRAPPED UP -  
SECOND ONE ON DOORSTEP
Saturday night was certainly the “grandest night of 
the week” in the Orchard City, as one championship w ^  
wrapped up and another locked in a strangle-hold.
The B.A. Oilers downed the Trail Karpaks 59-46 in 
the high school gym to take the interior senior “B” crown 
for the second consecutive year and the Packers beat thp 
Chiefs 5-4 and now have a commanding 3-1-1 lead in the 
Willoughby Cup series. •
(See page 4 for full details.)




THE TOP 0 ' ST. PAT TO YOU!
Shure their fayther’s ancestors 
came from Ireland (how else do 
you s-po.se Jack got that red 
face ? ? ?) and keeping a sharp 
lookout for leprechauns, which 
they expect will make a special 
flight from the Emerald Isle for
St. Patrick’s shenanigans to­
night in Kelowna, are the chil­
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Scan! O’Reilly ( L E F T  TO 
RIGHT) .Shawn, 6;. Judie, .8, 
Timmy, 1 and Wendy 2. i
(Courier Photo by Gorby)
U.K. Donnybrook 
Greets St. Pat's
LONDON (CP)—More than 1.- 
000 Irishmen started St. Patrick’s 
day shenanigans hours in ad> 
vance Sunday night with a bang- 
up donnybrook in Soho.
Two rival groups clashed In 
itreets around Soho Square as 
visiting Irish Republic Prime 
Rllnlstcr Eamon De Valera at­
tended ma.ss in nearby St. Pat­
rick’s Church.
More than 100 mounted and foot 
nolico sealed off the square, 
broke up .several fights and fin­
ally cleared the area, Many were 
detained by police and seven
later were charged.
The groups differed over the 
right approach to taking over 
Northern Ireland. Some support 
cd Do Valera and efforts for the 
peaceful union of north and south.
Others wore men of the Irish 
National Union, a London-based 
organization which backs the out­
lawed Irish Republican Army and 
the use of force in achieving 
union. , ^
As De Valera drove up to the 
church, most of the waiting crowd 
cheered. Some booed, and the 
fight was on.
Nominations close today for 
the March 31 federal election.
By 2 p.m. local standard tinae, 
aspirants for office must file their 
official nomination papers bear­
ing signatures of at least 10 
qualified voters, and pay a $200 
deposit, forfeited if the candidate 
polls less than half the vote of the 
winner in his constituency.
Okanagan-Boundary candidates 
at press time were 0. L. Jones, 
Kelowna, CCF; David V. Pugh, 
Oliver, Progressive Conservative; 
William A. Gilmour, Summer- 
land, Liberal; and Henry Carson, 
Penticton, Social Credit caildi- 
date.
At 9 a.m. (PST) the smallest 
field of candidates since 1940 was 
in-prospect. There has been one 
Progressive-Conservative accla­
mation. This was ih the tradition­
ally Conservative riding of Lan­
ark in the Ottawa district, where 
the only candidate named in ad­
vance nominations was George 
Doucett, former Ontario minister 
of highways.
Today's nominations are in 242 
of Canada’s 263 constituencies, 
two of which return two mem­
bers apiece. In the remaining 21 
constituencies nominations clos­
ed two weeks ago because extra
\
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Three Volunteer 
Firemen Iniured
- - . . ' '
- t j '
time was needed for delivery of 
election Supplies.
An, advance Canadian Press 
compilation showed at least 821 
candidates probable in the 265 
constituencies.' , Barring a late 
splurge of entries, the final total 
is not expected to top 835, low­
est since 1940 when 672 candi­
dates contested 245 seats. The. 
1957 election drew 862 starters 
Record high was 954 in 1945̂ _
SPOT NEWS IN BRIEF
GLENMORE — Regular gen­
eral meeting of the Glcnmore 
PTA scheduled for tonight has 
been cgncellwl. Tlie next meeting 
will be the regular meeting In 
April.
SINGAPORE (A P )-T h e  fall of 
north Sumatra’.s key port, Meilan, 
to A rebellious army garrison
3’ Year Ban 
On A-Tests 
Mooted In U .S .
WASHINGTON (C P )..— The 
United States, in what would be 
a marked change in policy, may 
propose a three-year ban on nuc- 
clear weapons tests.
President Eisenhower’s disarm­
ament advisers have been re­
ported working on a proposal for 
the ban which could be presented 
to Russia for ncgotiatlon.y
i K m h  J
B yA LD EN EG R IE 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
What, may be the most damaging fire—in terihs of dollars 
and cents^—to have struck in the city of Kelowna, Sunday morn­
ing destroyed the Simpsons-Sears’ building and i)s contents.
Cause of the fire which flashed through the building with 
amazirig speed and gave the firemen no chance to stop it still 
isn’t actually known. _
Neither is the total amount of damage, but estimated figures 
run from anywhere b.etween $300,000. and $500,000. The value 
of the building alone, at today’s replacement c ^ ts , was set at 
$120,000, by a spokesman for Capozzi Enterjfriscs Ltd., who 
constructed the building arid leased it late in 1956 to Simpsons-
Sears. ■ '
Minor Injuries were suffered
iiiV-
I f l i S
Supreme Court Rejects 
Railway Rate Appeal Bid
t f . m
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W E A T H E R
Okanacan, l.lllooel. South 
Tliompaon: cloudy with aunny 
ficrioda. today and Tucaday. A 
lew widely-aeattcred ahowcfa. 
U ttle  chamo In temperatur*. 
lig h t »tlnda. , - ^ ^  
|,ow tonight and high Tuea- 
day at Penticton and Kamloopa 
SA and 48. Ijrlton. 35 and 50. 
Weekend , high and low temper 
aturca In Kelowna were: Sat­
urday. 50 and 29, Sunday, 50 
and 25.
Victoria .................- ............  W
Y Calgary ............-......... -  *>•
' I '
touched off .s|)coulntlon today that 
North Celebes and other Islnnd 
sectors soon will Join the spread­
ing war against President Su­
karno's regime,
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet 
people gave their n.sual rousing 
vote of support to their lenders 
in country-wide elections for par­
liament Sunday. A visiting Ainor- 
lean observer sold the nnc-tlckot 
voting was "very well orgnn- 
Izcd.’t
1.0NDON (Reuters) — A new 
letter from ^ v lc t Premier Niko­
lai Bulganin' on the current So­
viet campaign for top-level Eost- 
West talks was expcctc<l to bo de­
livered today. Soviet Ambassa­
dor Jacob Mnllk scheduled a call 
on Prime Minister MncmlUnn and 
sources snUl ho would hand over 
the letter then.
TORONTO (CP) -  GnsoUno 
prices were expected to lake an­
other drop to<lny~lo 35.8 cents‘n 
gallon for regular grade—as more 
than S;00 Toronto scrvlcg stations 
bid to l:c|(»ln trade In n prlcp  ̂
cutting war, ■ '
OTTAWA (CP) — The r.^llwnys 
today were refused leave to ap­
peal to the Supreme Court of 
Canada against the size of their 
latest general freight rate In­
crease.
The carriers had claimed that n 
3.6-pcr-ccnt boost nwinrdcd them 
in December was too small and 
that the board of transport com­
missioners had erred In law In 
calculating the amount of the 
permitted Increase.
The opplicatlon for Iqnve to n|> 
pcal to the high court, dl.snrilsscd 
twiay by Mr. Jusllc«» C. 11. I^ocke 
of the court, had been, opiwsed
by nil provincial governments ex 
cept Ontario and Quebec.
Meanwhile, the increase has 
been .suspended by the federal 
cabinet until May 1 pending hear­
ing of nn appeal taken by the 
same provinces, who contend 
there should have been no iii- 
crense,
Thev two appeals are separate, 
each having been .token on dif­
ferent grounds.
The railways had sought nn in­
crease of 10 per cent, estlmnteu 
to yield thorn about $40,000,000 n 
year. The 3.6i per cent would be
'■ ‘ • 1
READY FOR TROUBLE
Surrounded by the smoke and 
debris, KVPD's Eric Chnpmnn 
keeps n wary eye cocked for 
trouble ns he hoses down in­
terior, of smoking ruins in
yesterday's major Simpson- 
Scars mail order store fire. It  
was one, of the toughest work­
outs the volunteer brldngc have 
had in recent history.
by three volunteer fire fighters 
during the almost day-long battle.
Donald McCaffery, store man­
ager said he was unable to 
estimate the amount of stock and 
the fixtures lost but thought the 
figure might be available later 
today.
However, there was a figure 
of $165,000 for slock used in a 
Canadian Prcs.s dispatch Sunday 
The figure of $40,000 for fixtures 
also was carried by Canadian 
Press,
Both the .building and the con 
tents were covered by insurance 
Fire Chief Charles Pettman 
aijd insurance adjusters and in 
vestlgators were searching the 
ruins and rubble■ today seeking 
the cause and trying to make 
sense out of the dozens of re­
ports from those first at the scene 
of the fire.
TOTAL LOSS 
Part of the two-storey walls,' a 
few heavy beams and twisted 
steel posts and n solid brick chim­
ney stand out from what was al­
most n complete mail-order dc- 
pnrtmcilt store in the city.
First indication of trouble came 
from a Mrs. Smith, who does 
part-time cleaning work in the 
building. Just before 9 n,m. she 
noticed smoko (or steam) inside 
the building and notified Mr. Me- 
Cnffery, who lives three .blocks 
from the store.
Mr, McCnffcry hurried to the 
store and Immediately put In an 
alarm. Firemen were there with­
in n few minutes, Within half nn 
hour the store was a blazing in 
ferno. . . .
The fire reached peak about 
9;45 n.m. hut much before this 
astute firemen realized it was
a futile effort to save the build­
ing.
While several minor explosions 
occurred, a major blast was 
averted by the timely arrival of 
P. M. Stanton, line foreman for 
Inland Natural Gas Co., which 
supplies the fuel for the heating 
of the building.,
Mr. Stanton shut off the gas 
See RAGING INFERNO Page S
Three members of the Kel­
owna Volunteer Fire Brigade 
suffered minor injuries battling 
the Simpsons-Sears fire Sun- 
da,v.
David Chapman will have his 
right hand bandaged up for a 
week or more following the ex­
ploding of a can of paint. The 
boiling paint scalded the skin 
of the back of his hand. Ho 
was treated pt hospital and was 
back at the fire scene half an 
hour later.
Dick Schniilder sustained a leg 
Injury and also had to bo treat­
ed at the hospital. Ho was up- 
nble to go to work this morn- 
Ing, . . .
Robert R. Wilson sustoined a 
head cut from foiling debris 
when thnt iwrtton of the wall 
thri*atcnlng the Dairy Queen 
was being brought down, 'I’wo 
stitches were required to close 
tlio wound.
NAVY "VANGUARD" 2 ,500  MILES OUT IN SPACE \ f
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fin. (AP) 
The U.S. Navy’s Vanguard rocket
hurled the second U.S. sateUUAgimrd had succeeded In the space 
i..»« r.riui »™inv 'mission for which It was created,
President Elsenhower told the 
world the trouble-plagued Van?
Into orbit today.
With Its back to the wall after 
two highly - piihllclzed (allures, 
the navy Iounche<l the vnngunnt 
In one of the most j>crfect flights 
ev ir seen at this missile test 
centre.
Belching I fire, and smoke, the 
slende^ grey-green rocket left lt.n
Dr. John P. Hagen, director of 
the Vangiinrd project, said In 
Washington the new saUdllto prob­
ably will bo In orlJit live to 10 
years.
Hngcn told a press, conference 
thnt on tho basis of provisional 
figures the satclUte Is travelling
la»inchlng pad at 7:16 n .m .  EST l)ctwccn 18,000 and 19;000 miles 
Two hours and 23 minutes later, an hour, Is going out as far as
"   ̂ ' I ,
2,5()0 miles and coming ns close 
to the earth, ns 400 miles.
On this tin.sls, ho sniti. It .will 
bo n "very long-lived satVlIllo."
Soon, Hagen said, tho U.S, navy 
fa prepared to nltem'pt u launch­
ing of in fully-instrumented sden- 
tlfjc' ButoUltc of about basketball 
size.' ■ , , ,
The now salcllHe Itself weighs 
only a little more than three 
pounds and is something like sjx 
inches In diameter. It  Is not cx< 
pected to be visible even with Wn
ocu ars oxccirt under hlghly-un- 
nicely conditions.
But the third stage of the Von- 
guard ■ rocket, whlcli pushed the 
little ball Into orbit, hlso Is circl­
ing tho earth and may be visible, 
This third stage Is n sort of cylin­
der 20 or 22 Inches In dlometcr. 
with a (unncl-shopcd lyottom and 
n round nose wUh\a knob on top 
which held the sntcUlto. \
, Tho third stage and tho sotcUlto 
together weigh a lltUa over SO 
pounds.
Elsenhower’s announcement Uia
Vanguard’s tlpy "mooh”  was clP* 
cling tho earth with tho, prmy’s 
Explorer and Rtissia’s Sputnik jll 
hniched off a oclcbrntlon ln.iiavy 
circles l»er« nwl aipopg porsonnet 
of the Martin company, .WhlCU 
built the rocket.
I f  Sputnik H, with Its dco()-dog 
passenger, d|vcs U» oblivion In |ho 
near future ns expected, the U.S, 
win have tho only satelUtga In 
space. - r  ̂ „
Tho U.S. army launched Ex 
plorer with tha Jupller*C missile 
liera Jah. 31. , >
X In sharp coptrrtst,, to prcvloiji 
Vanguard couhuiowns, t o d a y s  
mreparntlOns went 6ff with perfect 
(jfeclsldn. ' .  ' , , ■ .
.llm  firing originally ,wgi sched­
uled tot Sliam. It was iuri 
18 ml»nitei?dfl thlsTlnPolo*
uld wtvM>' >t btai|ft)d, l|t(^ 8 blwj*,
, So smoothly .did, the rocket 
make It w*y i»»W. wgco, obicrvorg 
here w?re certatn, long before 
Elsenhower made It officially that 
the Vanguard, bad d(;3net Us Job 
beautifully.
■ I*',
foMblied by Hw Kciowm Owriet Lfantted. 492 Doyle atc^ kclowwi« ii.C.
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Let's M ake An Early Start 
Beautification Drive
Just now conditions of weather and 
V ground arc as near to perfect as they arc 
ever likely to be for a bit of healthy work 
• with the garden spade.
The soil is soft but not sodden and turns 
f easily. Sods lift witliout too much effort, and 
weeds arc a lot easier to uproot and get rid 
of than they will be a month or so hence.
In weed-infested uncultivated ground a 
- person can still see what he is doing because 
.the growth hasn’t yet attained much height. 
Equally important, the weeds haven’t yet 
scattered their |eeds to start a new a o p  of 
ugliness.
What these observations are leading up to 
is a suggestion that, everyone who is able' 
and 1ms some time to spare should make a 
special effort beginning riglit now to tidy, 
up Kelowna for the centenary.
J Kelowna has always been noted for its 
well-kept, attractive gardens and lawns, but 
) it has a whole lot of very unsightly patches 
of ground as well—far more than may be 
realized until one takes a close look. Un­
kempt boulevards, road edges and vacant 
lots, many of them strewn with twisted bits 
of junk, are to be seen all over the district, 
much as one may hate to admit it in a place.
that takes pride iii bebg known as the Gar­
den Centre of the Okanagan.
The advent of the centennial year should 
provide incentive to clean up all this be 
draggled mess; and once that were done it 
shouldn’t be too hard to keep up the good 
work later on. There is nothing in the city 
bylaw that compels householders to tend 
adjacent boulevards, but pride in the ap­
pearance of the city and suburbs should be 
able to accomplish better results anyhow.
All it needs is a little over-the*fencc or 
’ across-the-road effort in addition to what 
one puts into one’s own place, even if it 
means doing someone else’s job..
The Kelowna Junior Chamber of Com­
merce has done commendable work in by­
gone years in sparking the “Clean-up, Paint- 
vp” campaign. No doubt the Jaycees will be 
undertaking the samfe project this year, but 
they should not leave it too long. Spring 
comes to the Okanagan much earlier than 
other parts of Canada.
If the rubbish and debris was cleared 
away now, gardeners could make an early 
start in planting flowers and shrubs, We 
, shouldn’t wait until the growth becomes so 




A key question in the elec­
tion campaisn is: What will 
happen in Quebec? hi this story 
the Canadian Press sets up the 
baekfronnd, in terms of Que­
bec’s federal political bistory, 
for the answer to be slven 
March 31.
By D’ARCY O’DONNELL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
QUEBEC (CP)—In 18 of the 23 
federal election since Confedera­
tion the party that carried Que; 
bee formed the government in Ot­
tawa.
With that record as a backdrop, 
Canada's two major political par­
ties are making a concerted bid 
to woo from Quebec the key to 
victory in the March 31 election.
At stake are the province’s 75 
seats in the 265-member House of 
Commons, The Liberals, winners 
of 13 of the 23 elections since 
1867 largely as a result of over­
whelming ^ e b e c »support, have 
candidates in each of the 75 con­
stituencies. So have the Progres­
sive Conservatives who only twice 
since 18% have been able to win 
a sizable number of Quebec seats.
The CCF and Social Credit par­
ties, comparative newcomers to 
the province, have fewer than . 25 
candidates each.
COLORFUL HISTORY 
The campaign has been waged 
quietly in a province whose color­
ful political history covers the vi­
olence of anti-conscription riots, 
open verbal wprfare between 
church officials and statesmen, 
and jubilation over the election .of 
two French-Canadian prime- min­
isters.
For one of the few times since 
Confederation, the election or de­
feat of ‘‘favorite son” candidates 
Is not an issue. Prime Minister 
John Diefenbaker and Liberal 
Leader Lester B. Pearson are 
bom Protestant natives of neigh 
boring Ontario.
Their Quebec lieutenants are 
men still cutting their political 
eye teeth. None has yet reached 
the stature that Sir Georges 
Etienne Cartier, a father of Con­
federation, did alongside Sir John 
A. Macdonald. None claims to 
match the flamboyant oratory or 
wield the power of the late Mac­
kenzie King’s famous, Quebec tri­
umvirate — Lapointe - Cardin- 
Powcri
Former p r i m e  minister St, 
Laurent, succeeded by Mr, Pear­
son in January a.s Liberal party 
lender, has retired from politics. 
Ho left on holidays shortly after 
the election was announced and 
has not participated, in the cam-
.... . uIb is  time, too, say political ob- 
Borvers, the Issues—trade, unem­
ployment, taxation and world 
pence — nre not comparable to 
those which rouserl predominantly 
Ffcnch-speaklng Roman Catholic 
Quebecers to fever pitch and led 
them to vote overwhelmingly in 
• fnvor of one party in other elec­
tions.
FAMOUS ISSUES 
For tnstnnco, only rarely is re f 
ercnco made to conscription, the 
Riel rebellion, the separate school 
question, or Imperialism, all Is 
sues that split the nnljon in times 
of w ar and iH?ncc, dating back to 
Confederation.
,lri sotpo of hl.s campaign 
Bpccchos In Quebec Mr. Diefen­
baker hinted he will increase Que­
bec’s rcnrcscntntlori In the cabinet 
jif hia Ibrogresslvc Conaervhtivo 
government re • elected with 
strong svJpiKirt. , ,
At Rimouskl he “ You
' have it In your power — and I  
know that you understand me well 
when 1 say this—to surround me 
' with the talented Itcute.nanui 1 
■ n e ^  tn direct the desUnIca of our
' ' ,i ■ ,
' In me .last election nine Quo- 
* ' ' ' y t m elected. 
'liirBid Jiwmed to caWWlit 
^ieitlritVlh' lU b w l gnvounmbhw
w w i l t I '  iWbW w ,
This was credited to the personal 
appeal of Sir Georges Etienne 
Cartier, who convinced Quebec 
that its future Idy in union with 
other provinces. ‘
INFLUENCE DECLINED  
But Cartier’s influence waned in 
1872 when the Conservative gov­
ernment declined to veto a New 
Brunswick bill banning separate 
schools in the Atlantic province. 
Personally defeated in his Mon­
treal constituency, he died in Lon­
don in 1873.
However, with Cartier’b death, 
the Liberals became embroiled in 
a controversy with the Catholic 
Church. Several church leaders 
openly fpught the Liberal party 
on the grounds that it was revolu­
tionary, anti-clerical and that it 
advocated subordination of the 
church to the- state- .
. The controversy reached a point 
where some priests threatened to 
excommunicate anyone who vo­
ted Liberal. Some regarded mar­
riage between a Liberal partisan 
and a Conservative supporter as 
a mixed marriage.
I t  was in this period that Sir 
Wilfrid Laurier, then a brilliant 
young lawyer, began his rise to 
power in the ranks of the Lib­
erals. '
Intervention;by the Vatican tb 
halt electioneering from the pul­
pit, LaUrier’s personal dynamism, 
the fact he was a native son, and 
the execution of northwest rebel­
lion leader Louis Riel w ith . Con 
servative government consent all 
contributed to a sharp Quebec 
swing to the Liberals in the 1890s. 
Quebecers looked on Riel as a 
French - Canadian unfairly dealt 
with by the English - speaking 
majority.
FROM 1896 TO 1911
Laurier led the Liberals into of­
fice in 1896, sweeping 49 of Que­
bec’s 65 seats. He increased his 
hold on Quebec until 1911 when 
the Liberals were ousted by the 
combined opposition of the Con- 
sorvatlve.rnnd a group of Quebec 
nationalists, led by Henri Bour- 
assa, The combined Nationalist- 
Conservative forces won 27, Que­
bec scats. In the whole country the 
Conservatives won 132 to 86 for 
the Liberals.
The main issue in the provinces 
at that time was a reciprocity 
agreement Laurier planned to 
.sign with the United States. In 
(3uobcc, Bourassa, w i t h  the 
recquiescence of the Conservatives, 
battled Laurier on his plan to 
build five cruisers and six de­
stroyers, to bo placed under Ip r  
ncrlnl control in the event of war. 
The nationalists argued the navy 
would lead to involvement in war 
which in turn would lead to con 
scriptlon.
Then began one of the most 
critical pplltlcnl periods in the 
province’s history, French-speak­
ing Quebecers were becoming res­
tive l^cnuse of reoented federal 
government refusal to fqrce the 
provinces, notably Ontario, to pro­
vide separate schools for French 
Cdnadinn Catholics.
The sthpol problem remained 
the top national Issue until the 
First World Wnr reached a criti­
cal |x)int, With gasunltles running 
far ahead of voluntary enlist­
ments, the cry for conscription 
was raised in the English - Ian 
gunge province.s. 
f o r m e d  UNION PARTY 
When Sir Robeirt Borden formed
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
M  YE.%R8 
. March. IMS
Failure to pay u school tax 
resulted- in eight district resi­
dents appearing Friday in dis­
trict police qourt. Six were fin­
ed and all had xo pay costs as 
well as the $5 tax.
At the end of February, the 
snow-in McCullough had an av­
erage water content of 108 per 
cent of normal, and 98 per cent 
of last year’s March 1 measure­
ment. Soil moisture conditions 
in the Okanagan are favorable, 
however, and most of this snow 
cover will be available for sum 
mer run-off.
20 YEARS AGO 
March, 1938
There was great excitement 
among fire brigade members
Sunday. And there was good rea­
son. At 2:30 p.m. an alarm was 
received that a fire had started 
in the liquor store. Every mem- 
b^r. of the brigade was on top 
but file fire was not in the liquor 
store but in the small house own­
ed by John Avender directly be­
hind. The fire was extinguished
BIBLE THOUGHT
Thou are no more' a serrant, 
but a son, and if a son then an 
heir of God through Christ. Gal. 
4:7.
We are heirs of eternity. Mem­
ory is eternal, we should strive 
to have only kindly memories.
without much damage.
30 YEARS AGO 
March. 1928
Reminding the council that the 
new milk bylaw would come into 
force on April 1, the mayor en­
quired whether all dairymen 
were fully aware of its provisions, 
especially in regard to the inspec­
tion and grading of milk.
40 YEARS AGO 
March. 1918
At a recent meeting of the Kel­
owna Equal Franchise League, a 
resolutlpn was passed requesting 
the provincial government to 
grant the franchise to Hindus and 
Japanese. A copy of the resolu­
tion was sent to Victoria at the 
time, but feeling was that it may 
have been overlooked, it is again 
being forwarded, this time to the 
new premier, the Hon. John 
Oliver.
SHIPPING LINK
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel 
has signed an agreement with the 
Dutch Cornelders shipping line 
for regular freighter service be­
tween East African ports and Ei­
lat, the Israeli port on fixe Red 




n union party of pro-con.scripUon 
1st Con.scrvaUvo a n d  Liberal 
forces to contest a general elec­
tion in 1917, ho won handily In nil 
provinces except QucIhjc. Ony 
fiirco unionist candidates in Eng­
lish - speaking Montreal constitu­
encies were cloctcd. The remain­
ing 02 Quebec scats were won by 
Sir Wllfrifi Laurier who canv 
palgncd for continuation of the 
voluntary enlistment syatem.
th e  new government’a efforts 
to enforce conscription in the 
early months of 1018 gave rise to 
vinlqot fiota In Quebec City. IRs- 
tfMrlaiig ,ahy . a o v o r a 1 thlt/gs 
touched off the uprising.' Chief 
among them vraq -the fact that 
sqmo French-Canadian volunteer
dated into English-language reg­
iments. There was little oppor­
tunity for French-speaking sol­
diers to serve under officers of 
their own language and religion 
But credited with providing the 
spark that touched off the powder 
keg of human emotions was the 
sending of a regiment from Tor­
onto to enforce conscription in 
Quebec. ,
In five days of rioting In Que­
bec City, four civilians were 
killed and many, including five 
soldiers\ wounded.
The end of the war did not 
bring an end to the bitterne&s 
aroused by the conscription is 
sue. When Sir Robert Borden 
passed through the province af­
ter returning from the peace 
treaty conferences in London in 
1919 this . railway: icaSi was stoned. 
DEATH OF LAURIER  
The province, feeling. itself cut 
off, alone and oppressed poured 
out its grief on the passing of Sir 
Wilfrid at 78 in February, 1919.
He was succeeded as Liberal 
leader by Mackenzie King who 
swept all of Quebec’s 65 seats in 
riding into office in a 1921' gen­
eral election. Prominent with M r. 
King in victory were his power­
ful Quebec trio—Ernest Lapointe,
P. J. A.j Cardin and C. G. 
(Chubby) Power.
They helped to win 60 seats in 
Quebec for the Liberals in both 
the 1925 and 1926 general elec­
tion. But in 1930, at the start of 
the great depression with trade 
and unemployment the major is­
sues, the Conservatives staged a 
comeback. Under Rt. Hon. R. B 
Bennett they won 24 seats in 
Quebec and 11 in the rest of the 
country to form a government 
with a solid working majority.
T h e  Conservative comeback 
was short-lived. In  1935 Mr. King 
bounced back into power, win­
ning 55 seats in Quebec, In  1940 
the Conservatives failed, to win a 
seat In Quebec.
When M r. Lapointe died in 
1941, Mr. King summoned cor- 
’poratlon lawyer Louis St, Laurent 
from Quebec to replace him 
Without political cxperionice,' Mr, 
St. Laurent agreed to serve as a 
wartime duty.
Conscription once a g a i n  
came nn issue, In 1942 Mr. King 
asked in a national ploblscite to 
be relieved of his "no conscrip­
tion” pledges. Quebec voted a re­
sounding ‘ no,” the English - Ian 
guage provinces nn resounding 
yes.’,'
Mr, Cnrdih Split virith Mr. King 
when the government Instituted 
compulsmry military service 
home. Mr. Power nl.so left the 
cablnqt and Liberal ranks when 
tli9 government decided .io en 
force token 9onscrlDtion to raise 
from among homc-defeiicc trooos 
Ihe roinforcemonts needed fpr 
casunity-deplcted regiments' over­
seas.
None of these moves roused the 
fire of Quebecers to the pitch it 
reached during tho 19111 conscrip­
tion crisis. There were a few dis­
turbances in, Montreal district and 
some desertions by men con­
scripted for overseas duty. But 
there was no major rill.
In 1945, with tho wnr ln Europe 
at Us end, Mr, King was rip- 
elected in a general election, win 
nlng 54 of Quebec's .seats, 
FAVORITE SON 
Meantime, Mr. St. Laurent wn.s 
urging that ho bo relieved of his 
cabinet irost to return to the pri­
vate law practice ho gave un to 
servo during tho vynr, Mr, King 
persuaded h im , to stay on and 
cnrmnrkc^l him ns hia successor 
ns party lender. A 1918 conven 
tion confirmcfl Mr. St. Lnurent 
in tho Iender.shlp,
With n favorite son to vote for 
once ngaln, Quclxoc Overwhelm 
Ingly backed St. I,.nurcnt In tho 
Lllmrnl sweeps of 1949 and 1%3. 
Tlicy voted for him again ln.st 
year giving him 63 of 75 Quclxec 
scats Io nine for tho Conserva­
tives. But the C o n 8 0 r  V aUvcb 
picked up enough seats In other 
parts of Ihe country lt» oust tho 
tJbernIs from office tod form n
Inter-Party
Controversy
SJL vAnr NeCTo The Canadian t^ e s s  is exciu- 
-lively enUUed to  the use for re-
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written for 
The Kelowna DaUy Courier)
OTTAWA—The short-term ob­
jective of combatting unemploy­
ment has provided the chief 
inter-party controversy in the 
election campaign to date.
Prime Minister John Diefen­
baker believes that this can be 
achieved most quickly by accel­
erating construction of necessary 
government buildings, roads, 
bridges and similar public works. 
And in fact many workers have 
already ben put back to work, 
and more daily are obtaining jobs, 
under the Conservative govern­
ment’s pfesedt' emergency VprO- 
gram.
Liberal leader Lester Pearson, 
on the other hand, says that the 
most effective crash program to 
provide jobs would be the “Pear­
son Plan” to cut taxes by $360,- 
000,009 a year.
l i ie  rival claims of the two 
rival political leaders, especially 
as embroidered by spine of their 
followers, have given' campaign 
crowds some interesting ideas to 
mull over.
PEARSON AND TAXES
The ‘‘Pearson Plan” could not 
begin to operate until parliament 
had acted: say in June of this 
year. I t ’s full effect would not be 
felt until some months after the 
end of March of next year, when 
the promised tax saving would 
reach its peak. That peak would 
amount to exactly 40 cents per 
Canadian per week.
The theory behind the Pearson 
Plan, its originator has explain 
ed, is that each taxpayer would 
spend that tax saving on buying 
goods in the stores, which would 
then have to . order more goods 
from the manufacturers, and this 
in turn would ensure more jobs 
for Canadians in our factories 
That is a theory which lookŝ  
empty and unpromising to any un­
employed worker in Oshawa or 
Windsor, Hamilton or Quebec 
How many goods will 40 cents 
buy? Might not many Canadians 
fail to notice such a modest sav­
ing, and fritter it away on non 
durable consumer goods, thus 
providing merely extra work fbr 
coffee-growers in Brazil? What 
guarantee have tho voters that 
the Pcnr.son Plan would not mere­
ly transfer money from govern­
ment expenditure inside Canada 
to tho creation of Job.s in other 
countries which export to Can­
ada? How many Canadians uhr 
employed this month will got 
immediate jobs from tax savings
which will not be felt until April 
of next year?
In contrast, the Diefenbaker 
project lias already, provided 
many jobs. Plans have been ac­
celerated so that many necessary 
public works scheduled for 1958 
and even 1959 were actually 
speeded up to start in 1957. And 
emergency , steps were taken to 
retain in work men who might 
otherwise have been laid off. 
FORECASTS W ERE GLOOMY 
Months ago, economists here 
were predicting that unemploy­
ment would soar to at least 750,- 
000 this winter. Last week. La­
bour Minister Starr said that the 
: Eebjfimry,, Jp^al would. probably, 
36 about 600,CKW and 'fiia t there 
after, instead of rising through 
March as in other years, the total 
of workless would fall. This pre- 
.'jeasonal upswing in work, as 
v^ell as the unexpectedly low total 
of unemployed at winter’s peak, 
reflect the immediate results of 
the Conservative program.
Years ago the former Liberal 
government announced it had 
tockpiled a “ shelf" of public 
works projects whicli could , be 
commenced at once to provide 
]obs if serious imemployment 
should threaten.
Such 'serious unemployment 
was threatening for this current 
winter. Economists repeatedly 
warned the Liberal government, 
in the early months of last year, 
that unemployment would be' seri­
ous this winter. But the Liberal 
government then in office ignor­
ed the warning and took no steps 
to ensure jobs for hungry Cana­
dians. ,
When the Conservatives took 
over our government, the “ shelf” 
was bare. But so effective has 
been the Immediate and aggres­
sive action taken by the Diefen­
baker government that Canada 
is nlrciady over the hump of the 
current unemployment upsurge. 
The Pearson Plan, designed to 
reach its full eiffectlvehess after 
April of next year, 1959, would 
have left a lot of Canadians very 
hungry for a very long time
night club singer, was placed on 
probation for one year last week 
after pleading guilty to nar­
cotics charges. Miss Holiday’s 
husband and manager, Louis Mc­
Kay Jr., was convicted of violat­
ing the Firearms Act and placed 
on a year’s probation. When the 
couple was arrested in February, 
Holiday’s possession and a pistol 
1956, police found heroin in Miss 
in .MrfCay’s suitcase.
GUILTY ON DRUG CHARGE
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  Bil-
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SO YEARS AGO 
March, 1908
The Kelowna Canning Co., Ltd., 
with a capital of $15,0()0 has been 
gazetted to acquire and carry on 
the business of Fraser Bros, and 
Whitehead. We understand that 
1 large quantity of labor-saving 
machinery will be installed and 
the plant generally much enlarg* 
ed.
GOOD IDEAS
LUTON. England (CP)—Ideas 
for improving production meth­
ods won £451 each for two em­
ployees at a large auto factory 
in tWs Bedfordshire town.
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Press or Reuters in this paper 
and also the local news published 
trerein. All rights of republlca 
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2 weeks. Suburban areas; where 
earner dr delivery sendee is 
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for 3 months. Outside BC. and 
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TORONTO (CP) — A Bulgar­
ian immigrant who sold non-oxls- 
tent jobs in a brewery to other 
Immigrants wa? sentenced to four 
years In prison on 11 charges of 
false pretences. John Zogns, 29, 
nlcadcd guilty to the charges. Of­
ficers said Zogas promised the 
men $75-n-wcek lobs. He collec­
ted $18 from each of the men ns 
part payment on uniforms.









We Buy and Sell a t Prices 
to Suit You
m i m
Vernon Rd.» 3 miles from KfloimA, Phono 8433
O n e  p o lic y  does th e  w o rk  o f  fo u r .  L e ts  y o u  
in s u re  a g a in s t  f ire , t h e f t ,  f a m ily  l ia b i l i t y  losses', 
a n d  m a n y  o th e r  h a z a rd s  t h a t  cQ u ld  th re a te n  
y o u r  f a m i ly ,  y o u r  possessions a n d  y o u r  s e c u rity ,
....... . .................................... ........... ■ , I " .......... ,
Now , you can buy ono big package of broadest coverage protects you agains^
protection that will guard your family, ------. t—n - -■---------------i--------------
homo and possessions against many differ­
ent losses. Tho now Allstnto Canadian 
Home Protector Policy protects you against 
misfortunes that could ruin you flnancinlly.
I t  can bo tailored to your' nedds—tho
practically every major homo peril: fire . 
theft . . . vandaliem - . . windstorm . . . 
explosion . . .  smoke. . .  dofonso and cost of 
lawsuits dho to homo accidents. . .  medical 
payments for accidents to visitors and 
guests . . .  even tecn-ago "pranks".
A L L  T H E S E  A D V A N T A G E S !
Everything in ono convenient booklet policy 
. . .  one low premium . . ono renewal date 
, . . One company to servo you and look 
after your IptorcBts . . .  '
One-year or threo-ycar promiums conven­
iently payable on bnay payment plan. No 
need to lay but heavy cash. As a complete
package of insurnneo, Allntntb’a Canadian 
ITomo “  
s th
_>urnte no
pnnioa, (Allstate given you n discount when
l Protector Policy costa at leoat 10%  
los an tlio same protcctioh purchased in 
separat p lioics from moat other com-
■you take certain bnaic coverages . . .  and
reduces your rate for property Insurance oa 
you buy more protocUon.)
Allstate lots you choose betwebn difTorenti ‘ 
groups -of CQ veragoa for your dwelling and 
nnrsonol, noHsesBiona. Family Liability and 
Guo^t Medical Coverages complete your 
package of protection.
IF  Y O U  R E N T S  Allstate can provjde 
you with similar protection on your personal 
property and family liability. 'The cost ia 
surprisingly low.
but it conAllitole's Canadian Home Proledor Policy won't provont accidents 
prc|v«n( them from ruining your futurel
8o« or phono any of tho Agonts at tho locations listed bolow/or consult your
' P h o n e b o o k .
DES SHORTHOUSE 
SIMPSON-SEARS STORE
Corner Bernard Avenue and Bertram St., Kelowna, B.C.
A
Phone 3030 Residence 703$
Y o u ' r e  I n  g o o d  h a n d s  w M h
I H P U R A N O H O O SI r  A N V
o  T  O C K c  O M I* A  N V I* R O T  B C T  I O M
CamnUan Head Officei Toiwfto
■ \'A> f b’'‘ , ',1  ̂f b t ,5 j
•I .1
VOLUNTEER FIRE RGHTERS SHOW COURAGE IN  FACING MAJOR BLAZE
‘ *1 ' • <‘ '14 ■•* “ ’ , -
H.,*. 'Si-' ? • '
*1!̂ ' /  ̂ >
Food, Drinks 
Face Doom In 
Outer Space
ailC A G O  (AP) — A United 
States Army research official 
said today that space medicine 
pioneers are “working toward”  
development of a substance that 
will make breathing, eating and 
drinking imnecessary on space 
flights or for surviving on other 
planets.
DAtLT OOUUEB 
u m .  MAE. 17. 1K»
James B. Edson, assistant to 
the army's director’ of research 
and development, forecast that 
the “normal rate of engineeringg 
devel(H»nent progress'* w ill make 
possible landings on the moon 
and Mars and flights to faraway  
stars within 10 to IS years. .
He said any unpredictabta 
breakthroughs would tend to shor­
ten the time schedule.
Writing in Ih e  Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists, he said the 
first manned expedition to the 
mocm probably will make their 
first base a hole in the ground.
• j' p
.is? f # ,
A L L S T A T E
DUE TO THE UNFORTUNATE FIRE 
IN THE
STORE
The Allstate Insurance Booth was destroyed and until 
further notice you may obtain service from the 
home of
DES SHORTHOUSE
995 SUTHERLAND or PHONE 7033
WATCH FOR FURTHER NOTICE
Is  graphic detail, the picture 
lay-out on this page shows the 
KVFD'ln their Sunday morning
workout, the briskest mondng's 
work the volunteer brigade has 
had in their recent history. Ig-
noring possible explosions and Job of checking the flames and 
. . ^  . .  XU • safe-guarding the surrounding
the searmg heat of the roaring buildings. Above, the firemen
flames, they went about their I play their hoses on the store
front, from whiph the plate- 
glass windows have long blown 
out. Four firemen are seen 
walking a hose right into the
Raging
(Continued From Page 1) 
from an outside valve at the rear 
of the store. .
. Mr. McCaffery said Simpsons- 
^ a rs ’ records were contained in 
what was claimed to be a fire­
proof safe. The safe was removed 
Bt noon by a towing truck.
The store manager this morn­
ing said the company was arrang­
ing for temporary quarters In the 
downtown section, and it was pos­
sible that "we will bo in business 
again before the day is out.“
The fire, which generated ter­
rific heat, enough to leave big 
steel posts twlstedd like spag­
hetti, caused the roof and por­
tions of the walls to collapse 
within half an hour after arrival 
of firemen.
INTEND TO REBUILD
The astounding speed at which 
tho fire whipped through the 
building Indicated the fire had 
l»cen going for .some timo inside 
before it was noticed. Where it 
nctunlly started, bUH isn't known, 
according to Firo Chief Pettman, 
Cnpozzl Entorpirscs indicated 
that rebuilding would start at 
once.Wor.st previous fire in Kelow­
na’s history occurred in Septenv 
bcr. 1W8, when In brand new 
packing house, due to bo turned 
over to tho Kelowna Growers 
Exchange in throe dnvs. was 
nearly hll destroyed. At that time 
the estimate of domage was $300,' 
000,
That figure inter revised up* 
whrds to $350,000 ns the replace­
ment cost. \
ORIOINAL ALARM  
Tho otiglnai alarm was be- 
lio\’ed to have been turned in by 
n Vancouver man who was visit 
iqg hero for th-' weekend.
lifr, and Mrs. George Ostertng, 
Vancouver, who were in tho car 
of Anthony Klrschncr. noticed 
smoke coming out of the Simp- 
sons-Sears building when they 
were returning from the 8 o'clock 
mass at the Church of The Im ­
maculate Conccfitlon.
Mr. Klrschnor drove to the 
building and M r. Oslertag pullcil 
the alarm on the fire alarm box 
right on the corner, between 
filmpsons-Senrk anti St. George's 
Lodge, I
Colqmns of smoke billowing 
hundreds of ygrda Into the sky 
attracted hundreds to the scene, 
At the height of the lire the 
f ’ames were 200 feet above tho
be seen In Winfield. 
w e n t  INSIDE
Hundreds of onlookers crowded 
around the shambles virtually all 
during the day. As the embers 
died down, some even went in­
side the building.
At tho peak of the fire, between 
9:30 and 10 o’clock, there was an 
estimated 2,000 people watching. 
Cars were parked for several 
blocks, fanning out from the dis­
aster area.
Police, one of the first on the 
scene, had their hands full keep­
ing the onlookers put of the way. 
Firemen, too, shouted almost con­
tinually , at youngsters to stay 
dear.
Every available fire hydrant 
within reasonable distance was 
tapped as hoses snaked their way 
to the fire scene. During the peak 
of tho fire over a mile of hose 
was in use.
EX-FIR EM EN  HELP  
All members of the Kelowna 
Volunteer Fire Brigade were on 
finnd within morhents, many of 
them roused from their beds.
The fighting force ni tho fire 
peak was around 50 ns several 
former members of the volunteer 
brigade Joined In with helping 
hands
“ It was a fine gesture on the 
part of the ' former , members of 
the brigade.’’ said Fire Chief 
Pettman. Ho said some of those 
helping ’ out hadn’t belonged to 
the brigade for some 10 years or 
iporc.
Even former chief J. D. ^PelU- 
grew was on the Scene, giving 
advice when asked.
Firemen displayed courage and 
daring ns tho rpnring flames, on 
V’hich thousands of gallops had 
been poured, began to recede. 
The firefighters, many of thein 
without helmets. Inched their way 
inside the gutted building, with 
iho Uircnt of beams and walls 
collopsing at any time.
CARDEN lltmES  
A grim flih t was going
highly from collapsing of the 
pumice brick west wall. 
.However, the Dairy Queen es­
caped almost unscathed. The most 
threatening portion of the wall 
nearest the, Dairy Queen was 
safely brought down by firemen 
and city workmen early in the 
afternpon.
The cityls electrical emergency 
crew were one of the first on the 
scene, making sure that nobody 
was injured or electrocuted from 
failing overhead wires.
MANY EXPLOSIONS
Electrical power to the imme 
dinte business area around the 
fire was shut off within minutes 
of the alarm.
One of tho many explosions 
heard during the climax of the 
fire was the transformer 
rear of the building.
eral fire alarm was sounded.
A buildup of smoke, heat and 
gases inside the closed building 
was held accountable for tb^ pre­
liminary explosion.
Firemen even piayed a stream 
of water on the burning building 
from the top of St. George’s Ma­
sonic Lodge, just across Bertram  
SI. from Slmpsons-Sears.
BRING WALL DOWN 
City public works crews labor­
ed for hours “dozing” the debris 
off the streets and lanes. A truck 
of the electrical department, with 
a crane at the rear was used to 
knock the tipsy pumice block 
walls down.
The knockdown process was 
slow, though at times hundreds of 
blocks would come tumbling dpwn. 
at the [The chimney at the southwest 
corner of tho building is still
Residents close by heard two 
fairly loud explosions just after 
tho alarm was sounded. The loud­
est is* believed to have been tho 
one that blew out the windows of 
the building.
A resident living as far as four 
blocks away said he heard a loud 






meanwhile ta  keep nearby build­
ings from being damaged. Homes 
ai the rear of the Slmpson's-Skiors’ 
building were threatened by the 
heat of the fire and by falling 
sparks.
Householders play««* their owri 
garden hoses on their homes. The 
Dairy Queen, immcdlstcly west 
of Slmpson’srSears, waa in tm-
bullding. The amoKo could •ven mlninent danger lor hours* large-
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wall kept the flames out for the 
most part.
About the only items that ap­
peared salvageable to the onlook­
er were several automobile tires 
and a small garden tractor in the 
service station. None of therri 
.seemed to have been damaged 
by the flames.
Firemen had no chance to re­
lax for a good two hours. Around 
noon coffee arrived,' supplied by 
the fire department.
C ITY BUYS DINNER  
Later, around 2 p,m., while 
skeleton crew was left, the bal' 
ance of the firemen retreated to 
the Willow Inn where dinner was 
provided by the city.
For some it was the first sollc 
food they had eaten that day.
Firemen left tho .scene around 
4 p.m.' But n truck had to return 
the several times loter in the evening 
ser- and during the night ns smoulder 
fire Ing embers erupted.
Can your house BURN OUT?
y/f'-P*''4 f
i ' ,x’c 'if
Yes it can. Fire often gets a long head­
start before it is discovered. Insurance 
. and enough of it . , , is the only 
answer to ypur financial*protection.
bowels of the fire, through a 
convenient gap in the building- 
block wall, and the others show 
the firemen in action, close-up.
(Courier Photos by Gorby)
v o r i r r m
PEARSON PIAN
for JOES
In B.C. especially, jobs depend on 
export markets as well as on local 
consumer spending.
The Pearson Plan is to expand export markets—in Britain. 
Europe. Asia—not to make political announcements on 
diverting trade, that invite retaliation from bur best customer. 
Pearson w ill set up an Import-Export Bank to help finance 
trade. Pearson will send a topflight Trade Mission, headed by  
a Cabinet Minister, to develop trade with China.
In addition, the Pearson Plan puts more money in the pockets 
of all Canadian consumers immediately through lower Income 
Tax deductions—not Just a few thousand construction workers 
in particular, areas.
This increased consumer purchasing power means more Jobs 
in every Canadiao-industry and' business right now. when thU 
need is here—not next summer or next year, after ponderous 
public works projects get going.
Vote for a positive, practical approach to the urgent problems 
of B.C. and Canada.
Vote the Pearson Plan and your Pearson Liberal candidate.
Published by the B.C. Liberal Association
W h e n  y o u  a s k  f o r  a  l o a n  
a t  t h e  B  o f  M . . .
y o u  d o - n o t  a sk  a  •
F A V O U R
SEE
WHILLIS INSURANCEAGENCY
THE DEPARTMENT STORE OF INSURANCE 
PHONE 2217 \ 288 BERNARD AVE.
W h e n  the housewife calls at the grocery store and orders a *upply 
of provisions, she is pot asking a favour. . .  she is buying goods for which 
she will pay cash , . .  purely a matter of business.
So wiih your bank. It is a business proposition just as much aS th« 
grocery store.
The grocer deals in groceries . .   ̂the banker deals In credit. And, aa 
the making of loans is tlie principal way by which his bank dcrivci 
its revenue, he is as anxious to sell his credit as the groceri Is to sell 
his groceries. And, like the grocer, the banker naturally wants to know 
that he is going to be paid for his goods...that his loans will be
iY»et when tliey fall due. Tl>»t» too, is only good busings.
Wlien you have occasion to ask for a loan, look at 
it thisiway. G>me to the Dank, not feeling that you have 
to ask a favour, hut to offer the manager a sound business 
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The Packers won a crucial .that saw the Chiefs lead once and 
play-off game on Saturday night, the Packers lead four times be- 
but'they had to do it four times fore the final bell announced the 
to count once. Packers the winners -by a slim.
A sell-out crowd of 2,600 thrilled 5-4 margin, 
and chilled and two fine hockey Restrained pandemonium broke 
clubs battled through a high-loose following the win, which put 
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YOUTH EXUDES, VET APPROVES
doorstep of their next laurel, the Gatherum’s pads and it came Grant Warwidt 1:27; Sasaka
GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
MON. MAR. 17. 1958 TH E DAILY COURIER
............■ I I     II I. 1 >»> >>« -■ -i-i—
Watson Rink End 
Topham Dynasty
Wearing his wounds like badges 
of honor, Harry “Hurricane” 
Smith. RIGHT was the happiest 
guy in the Packers dressing 
room on Saturday night, after 
potting the game winner In the
overtime frame. Heartily ap­
proving of his young side-kick’s 
enthusiasm was veteran rear 
guard Pat Coburn, who has 
been teamed up with Hurri­
cane for two years now, and
supplies the savvy and smooth 
confidence that is just the right 
foil for his yoiing partner’s ex- 
huberant, rushing tactics.
(Courier Photo by Gorby)
SECOND STRAIGHT
BA Oilers Crowned 
Interior Champions
Coach Hank Tostenson’s B.A.iKarpaks a 59-46 beating in the Oilers 
Oilers wrapped up their second local high school gym. 
consecutive B.C. interior senior Coupled with their previous 74- 
*‘B” basketball crown on Satur- 73 victory over T ra il in the Smel- 
day night, handing the Trail | ter City, the victory moved the
provincial crown for the-second. . .  . , . . .  „
straight year, and gives them ® . . ..
the right to face the St. Regis last major event in the
Hotels next weekend at the coast. clubs year is the forth-
Coach Hank Tostenson Ogopogo Bonspiel, the
SPORTIIGHT
Oilers Bring Home Crown; 
Packers On The Doorstep
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Conrier Sports Editor)
into contention for the
A Kelowna rink, skipped by 
Gladys Watson, swept to ah un­
defeated record in the Ogopo- 
gette Bonspiel, ending Millie Top- 
ham’s three-year tenure on the 
Grand Challenge Export Trophy.
Watson won the top money in 
the ladies’ curling club’s annual 
event by beating the DeHart rink 
9-6 in the finals, after an impres­
sive record of play throughout the 
three-day tournament.
Topham, winner of the mug 
for the last three years, had to 
content herself with nosing out 
Marge Tegart of Salmon Arm, 
the defender of the T. Eaton 
trophy for the “B” event, by a 
7-6 score.
Tegart was a finalist in both 
“B” and “C” everils, playing off 
with Fisher of Kamloops in the
TWO RUNNERS-UP
Peg Whinton of Peachland 
eased Stevenson of Kelowna in 
the finals of the “D ” event, giv 
ing the local girls one crown and 
two runriers-up spots in their
One Orchard City tMm wrapped up a championship on 
Saturday night, and the other-climbed tO'within one point of 
a  second.
The B,A. Oilers, Hank Tostenson’s senior “B” basketball 
club, knocked off Trail in their second game of the two-game 
series for the interior championship, changed their clothes and 
hurried down to the arena where the Packers edged the Chiefs 
in the fifth game of the OSHL finals, for a 3-1-1 record.
The Oilers climaxed their last year of play with the interior 
championship also, and lost out narrowly in the finals against 
Victoria. This year coach Hank is confident his fast, young 
and peak-conditioned crew can go all the way in the province, 
bring centennial honors to the city, and reviving memories of 
Kelowna’s golden era in the game
Coach Jack O’Reilly and some 2,600 fans sat on the 
edge of their seats as the Chiefs and Packers battled through 70 
minutes of chill-filled play-off bockey, with the issue in doubt 
all the way through
Without a doubt the most dramatic moment in the game 
was the Chiefs’ tying goal, with 22 seconds left in regulation 
playing time. The northern club pulled Shirley as the club tried 
to tie the game up. There was a little differenc of opinion as 
to whom should stay on the ice, but coach Bob Dawes seemcc 
to lose out, and head back to the bench. The puck zoomec 
aroupd the Packers end in a frenzy of attackers and defenders 
and slid out to Chief thunderstick Sasakamoose, who drilled 
it home.
This was the third time the Packers had been forced to 
come from behind and tie things up, only to have them go 
astray again, They went into overtime with a determination 
to do it one last time,
They did it.
HURRICANE H IT  MARK
The young fellow who did it, Harry “Hurricane” Smith, 
Is a thirsty young defenceman with a tremendous zest for the 
game, and his desire was great on Saturday.
Many times during this scries, Hurricane’s zooming rushes 
Jhavc produced a throaty roar from the crowd, but he hasn’t 
l)een able to hit the mark, and tbc roars have ended in a dis­
appointed “ohhhhh."
In Saturday’s overtime frame, however, it wasn’t a zoom­
ing race that did it, but a gamble that paid off. The burly young 
.rearguard moved in eagerly, deserting his point to take up a 
; position in front of the net as Roche and Kaiser were battling 
lor the puck in the Chiefs’ comer. He kept his wary eye cocked 
in cose ho had to steam back to catch a breakaway Chief, but 
It wasn’t necessary, the gamble paid off and the Packers won 
a great big hockey game.
And among the accolades going to the Packers’ hockey 
club for their tremendpus showing in this season’s thrilling 
play-offs to date, one nattic should stand out among all the 
.othcrs--Gordon Monls *‘Moc” Young.
This sturdy left winger with the driving, bandy-legged 
style of skating and the shifty shot has been one of the club’s 
greatest assets in the series, playing the kind of hockey that 
makes pveryone on the ice and in tiu: stands respect him.
Just how much is th o u ^ t o f  him came out graphically 
when n puck hit him on tho ankle Saturday night, nn^ it looked 
ns though ho might be htut. .Botli sides were pulling for the 
•turdy warrior with the championship style.
AnoUXH hcart-wanulng display was that turned in by the 
•’kidl Ijno,’* hAve**’* been working too frequently in the
win 
lack
‘ ‘ihaft’BWI -SWAtbrlck, he has alwhys been one of the the 
ccmisfehhy.fine hockey players on the club, and Saturday night 
np'4^jD^pilon. ' t , ■ . : ' ^
' m i d( the ho>’s {itrformed like diaoiplooy
quite confident yesterday, V'hen 
he learned the. St. Regis club 
were to be his opposition, since 
his younger, faster club have the 
legs ta  out-run the Hotels. Only 
edged out by a narrow margin 
from the B.C. title last year by 
the Victoria D  and D ’s, the Oilers 
mentor feels he will wrap it up 
this year as a centennial to 
the city.
OPEN ISSUE
Saturday n ight’s game was an 
open issue until the clock showed 
only eight minutes Ihft and coach 
Tostenson came into the game 
himself to settle the club doAvn 
and get them clicking for 16 
straight points against only one 
basket by the Karpaks.
Bill Martino was big man for 
the Oilers with 15 and teammate 
Bill Dean, centennial beard and 
all, was right behind with 14.
I t  was Dean’s eight-point scor­
ing effort in the first quarter 
that gave the Oilers a 25-14 lead 
at the quarter mark in the game, 
but the Karpaks held the Oilers 
down in the second quarter 
matching them 10 points apiece 
in the scoring.
KARPAKSSURGE ^
The Karpaks surged in the third 
quarter, and the Oilers started to 
show signs of disorganization. 
Passes went bad and shooting be­
came erratic as the Karpaks 
climbed abreast and then passed 
the defending interior chmaps.
The Karpaks were leading 44- 
42, with eight minutes left to play 
in the game when Coach Tosten 
son came int pthc game and 
smoothed the club out.
Gri.sdale and Granstrom were 
the big guns for Trail, netting 13 
points apiece, and the Kootenay 
club showed greater power on 
the frec-throw line, hitting 12-for 
20, compared with 7-for-18 by the 
Oilers.
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Kelowna—-Martino 15; Dean 14; 
Radies 8; Englosby 7; Butcher 
9; Roth 4, Tostenson 2; Bulato- 
vltch, Young, Total 59.
I'm  11—Granstrom 13; Grisdalc 
13; Mitchell 1; Catalano 12; Han- 
soh 5; Merkely 2; Nonls, Torre- 




Following the dinner banquet 
on Saturday night, Watson wal­
loped Baron of Kelowna in the 8 
m. draw, and DeHart downed 
Weir of Vernon. Gregory of Kel­
owna beat Topham and Duns- 
don of Summerland beat File of 
Kamloops.
Watson had her closest call in 
the tourney on Sunday in the 
fours, when Dunsdon fought her 
an 11-10 score, advancing 
Watson to the finals.
DeHart knocked Gregory out of 
the fours at the same time by a 
9-5 score, settling the other half 
of the “A" event finals. 
SUFFERED ONLY LOSS 
In the “B" event eights, Wat­
son suffered her only defeat of 
the tourney, as McCaugherty of 
Kelowna handed her a 10-6 beat­
ing. Other scores were Topham 
14, Gregory 6; Tegart 10, Alston 
(Kelowna) 5; Milham (Vane.) 8, 
Dunsdon 5.
Tegart then downed McCaugh­
erty 13-4 and Topham beat Mil- 
ham 12-4, setting the scene for 
their final.
In "D ” event fours, also play­
ed on Sunday, Whinton knock^  
out Asay (Penticton), 12-3 and 
Stevenson edged Cmolik (Kelow­
na) 8-7.
Fisher won her way^ into the 
finals of the “C” event by beat­
ing Smart of Kelowna, loi-2, and 
Tegart beat Willows of Kelowna 
10-6.
Willoughby, Cup. With a S-l-l 
record, they can wrap it up to­
night on Kamloops ice with a win 
or a tie.
The clubs played 14 men a 
side through the spine-tingling 
match that started out with a 
close-checking, rather duU first 
period from- a spectator’s stand­
point, and burst forth into a 
free-wheeling exhibition of hockey 
that kept tlie fans right on the 
edge of their seats.
The Chiefs were without the 
services of BUI Warwick, bench­
ed by injuries for the remainder 
of the season, and the Packers 
were without ace centre man 
RSy Powell, whose knee is stlU 
not in shape for the grind.
SPIRITS DROPPED
Packer followers’ spirits plum- 
etted to the depths at the end 
of the first', when Orv LaveU 
had left the ice to have medical 
attention, and Moe Young crupap- 
led and seemed to have hurt his 
leg.
They revived again in the sec* 
ond when the sUm defenceman 
came back with some embroldei^ 
around his mouth, and the stocky 
left-winger recovered from what 
was a smack on the ankle by a 
puck.
THUNDERSTICK ROARED
Fred “Chief Thunderstick” Sa­
sakamoose sent the Chiefs* root­
ers cheering in the last 22 sec­
onds of regular time, with the 
Chiefs* net empty, when he drove 
one high into the rigging from 
the blue Une, tying the score at 
4-4.
But it was young Harry “Hur 
ricane” Smith who rated as No 
1 hero when he moved away out 
of his point position to practically 
rub noses with Jim Shirley in 
the Kamloops net, and rapped 
hume Brian Roche’s pass for the 
game winner at 3:28.
Starting out slowly, with tight 
checking and cautious play for 
the first 20 minutes, the game 
erupted into a high-scoring, thriU 
a-mlnute fan ^ ir that kept the 2600 
fans on the -^ g e  of their seats 
until the last second of the game.
Moe Young, MUce Durban, Jim 
Middleton and Brian Roche car­
ried the mail for Kelowna, and 
Sasakamoose. John MUllard, Alf 
Cedman and Mark Marquess 
were the Chiefs' marksmen.
Bill Hryciuk engineered the 
only goal of the tight first frame 
when he carried the puck into 
the comer with one eye Cocked 
for Milliard until he got into the 
open then slid it out.
Durban knotted the score at 
1:56 of the middle session, and 
the roqf blew off. Middleton set 
the Packers in the lead, raining 
rubber in on Shirley until he leak­
ed, but Cadman ended the lead 
a minute later when he deflected 
a point shot by Hunchuk up into
down over his shoulder and drop­
ped Inside the Une.
Durban set the Packers into 
the lead at the half-iVay mark, 
with KanUoops serving two pen­
alties, but the goal was diskltow- 
ed as he was ruled in the crease. 
' I n  the final frame, Young put 
the Packers ahead on a beautiful 
two-man breakaway, but Mar^ 
quesa tied things up again one 
minute later.
Roche set the Packers ahead 
at 8:06 on a rebound shot and 
the Packers went into a deep 
freeze that lasted until the final 
minute and Sasakamoose'S thrlU- 
er.
The Ud nearly came off the 
arena In the extra frame when 
Smith drilled in the winner from 
close quarters, and the Chiefs 
did everything but score in the 
remaining minutes.
The Packers out-shot the Chiefs 
43r29 in the game.
SUMMARIES
First period—1, Kamloops. M il­
liard (Hryciuk) 13;23. Penalties;
R. J. WILKINSON
for EXCAVATING  
Irrigation — Drainage — ate.
BENVOULIN RJR. No. S 
62-M-tfo
moose 1:27; JfabloAsU 18:36, 
Secoid period — 2. Kelowna, 
Durban (Young. Oobum) 1:58. S. 
Kelowng. Middleton (Kaiser) 
4, Kamloops, Cadman (Hun­
chuk) 9:09. Penalties: Roche 
2:23; Hunchuk, 8:16; G. Warwick 
9:30; Smith 11:58: Voss 15:03: 
Swarbrlck, MUllard 16:45.
Third period — 5. Kelowna, 
Young (Swarbrick) 5:25. 6. Kam­
loops, Marquess (G. Warwick) 
6:02. 7. Kelowna, Roche (Kaiser, 
Middleton) 8:06. 8. Kamloops. 
Sasakamoose (unass.) 19:38. Pen­
alties; Smith 2:37; Sasakamoose 
10:39; Cadman 13:01; Smith 14:25; 
Kemaghan 16:37.
Ovetllme—®. Kelowna, Smith 













The issue between the Spokane 
Flyers and the Rossland Warriors 
in the W IHL finals is still very 
much alive, with each club hav­
ing one win to its credit.
Saturday night the Flyers wal- 
oped the Warriors 6-0 in Spo­
kane, following a series-opener 
that went to the Warriors.
The two clubs, who finished 
first and second in the regular 
schedule of play, will have to 
wind up their series by the week 
end, and travel to Kelowna or 
Kamloops, depending on how the 
series in the Okanagan goes. 
LAST YEAR’S FINALISTS 
Spokane, last year’s Allan Cup 
finalists, had a tough time get­
ting by the Trail Smoke Eaters 
in their semi-finals, going to the 
full seven games, while Rossland 
knocked Nelson Maple Leafs off 
in an easy, 4-1 effort, '
The Flyers have very much the 
same club as they had last year, 
with one very notable exception. 
Art Jones, the top-scoring centre 
man on last year’s club, is carry­
ing the mail in the WHL this 
year, his place taken by young 
Brian Whlttall.
One Kelowna man who Is sure 
of seeing the playoffs In the Koot- 
enays is E, A. Graves of Okana­
gan Mission, who will attend ns 
the guest of the Packers’ Review, 
the result of their recent contest.
VANCOUVER (CP) — More 
than 1,000 Indians, from B.C., A l 
berta and Washington State have 
been Invited to a potlatch—trn 
dltlonal Indian feast—July 26 and 
Aug. 3. The Capilano Indian Com' 
munlty club expects 25,000 tour 
Ists to watch the fca.st and dance 
ns part of B.C, centennial cele 
bratlons,
jua fi q ; qa en* oc u s luu i c c u m inc 
erl(»i.’ CM Saturday they vyorked their turn and both .young 
d g(ti9(«‘C|re^, Jablonski amf Bill Vos), supplemented' their 
 olrV)lp<^><liu  ̂ a  tremendous drive and hustle. Centre
ST
H O W  M A N Y  
B E A N S  I N  
A  P O T ?
Somebody has to COUNT 
them. *
^  _ Most guesses arc way off.
It’s wiser, t()o, to count up the value of your hou.schold 
contents, for insurance purposes. Wc have a FREE inven­
tory booklet that, help you arrive at u good guess.
CROWE'S
SPECIALS
By popular demand we bring this oKer to you once again
NORGE+ MOTOROLA
We have made a special purchase of Motorola TV sets -  Norge Fridges
TRADE-IN 
ALLOWANQ
FO R TNIS 
W EEK O N L Y





THU DEPART MUNT SIORE Of ' INSURANCE 
r i l O W Z i n  2«8 BERNARD A V e.
NORGE FRIDGES
.
Gross Capacity 14.01 cu. ft.
•  True Zero Degree Freezer
•  Moist-Cold Compartment
•  Package Shelf
•  Three Ice Cube Trays
•  Meat Saver
•  Egg Nest
•  Roll-Out Aluminum Shelves
•  ^Removable and Adjustable Metal Door Shelves 
o Butter and Cheese Keeper
•  Twin Porcelain Crispers
•  New Push-Button Safety Latch Door
•  Double Deep Handidor Storage
MOTOROLA TV
•  NEW DESIGN PUSHBUTTON 
ON-OFF
A fingertip touch and the 'rV's 
on . . . another touch and jthc TV's 
off.
•  NEW POWER CHASSIS
. . . that brings new performance 
and dependability to your new 
1958 TV.
•N EW  THIN LINE STYLING
Fashion styled in todays finest 
manner.





NEW NOISE INVERTER CIRCUIT
Virtually eliminates electrical Inferfercnco.
NEW EXCLUSIVE TUBE SENTRY
Doubles the life cxpoctoncy of your sensitive TV components.
HAT! RIM
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
\Balonce On EASY BUDGET TERMS
' \
2 7 5  LEON AVE. iPhone 2921
I'U i'W
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Mink-Trim m ed 
Bed-Sheets?
By ELEANOE BO SS
You never know what de­
signers will think up neat! Now 
it’s mink-trimmed bath sheets! 
Can any woman feel underprivi­
leged when she can have mink 
in the bathroom?
This mink, we might as well 
tell you right now, is fake, but, 
it looks like the real thing—and 
it’s washable!
One of the large department 
stores introduced these novel 
bath sheets, recently, along with 
the idea that a white fox throw 
—genuine fur—was just wha‘ 
every boudoir needs! 
DOWN-TO-EABTli AIDS 
But apart from these zanies, 
there arc lots of down-to-earth 
but charming items in home 
decorating just now, such as 
sheets bordered with polka dots, 
plaids and pretty floral motifs. 
Favorite colors are nutmeg, 
bronze or wood violet.
The same colors and patterns
Basso W illi 
A t Vernon
The world-famous bass-baritone at the Prague Conservatory and
PRINTED LACE SUIT
By ALICE ALDEN
The material is not the least
?
iart of the charm of this cock- 
ail-and-thcatre suit. At first 
it-looks like silk print, but 
closer inspection reveals that 
It is flower - printed lace in
shades of red and pink. Evelyn 
Gates designed the suit, which 
is prepared to walk the theatre 
aisle with great aplomb. The 
loosely fitted jacket with 
notched collar is self buttoned 
over a slim skirt.
India's "B ridey M urphy" To 
Form Spiritual Organization
By ADRIENNE FARRELL
NEW DELHI (Reuters)—A 30- 
year-old Indian spinster claims 
she has a clear recollection of 
the life she led before being bv.rn 
into her present family.
Shanti Devi leads an ascetic 
life in her ancient house In one 
of the oldest parts of New Delhi. 
Although virtually forgotten by 
the public now, she created a 
senstation in India 25 years ago 
as a child who could recall de­
tails of her past life.
Shanti Devi remained mute un 
til she was four. Then, one day, 
she puzzled her parents by lisp­
ing a few words which told 
partly the story of her previous 
birth. At first, the parents did 
not take her seriously, but when 
the child came out with astound-
School
EDldONTON (CP) — When a 
teacher in the Edmonton public 
school system takes sick after 
school hours and telephones the 
Substitute Teaching Service for 
replacement for the following day 
a woman's voice replies:
"Edmonton public school board 
Substitute T e a c h i n g  Service 
Please read your message after 
the tone signal which will last for 
two seconds. Thank you."
.Teachers know they have 30 
seconds to say something to this 
effect;
‘T am reporting off because of 
illness. Please send a substitute, 
hly name is John Brown, repeat, 
John Brown, of McKernan school, 
teacher of grade 2.”
T h e  woman’s voice, referred to 
Is that of Mrs. Pat Balderston, 
lecretory in the Edmonton public 
school system.
It  is used in an automatic tel­
ephone a n s w e r i n g  device, in­
stalled on a trial basis irt the 
school board office during the 
Aslan influenza outbreak that .sent 
hundreds of teachers to bed sick. 
The phone device made such a 
favorable Impression, the board 
kept it.
ing details, including the name 
of her husband in a previous life 
(Mr. Chaubey), they decided to 
take notice.
According to the child, she was 
wife and mother and died at 
the age of 23 at Mathura, a town 
about 75 miles south'of New 
Delhi. Her claim created such 
countrywide interest that in 1936, 
15-man committee headed by 
Dr. Deshbandhu Gupta, a well- 
known p u b l i c  figure, inves­
tigated.
The committee took the girl, 
then 10 years old, to Mathura for 
an on-the-spot investigation. The 
girl unhesitatingly led the party 
straight 'to the house of “ her hus­
band.’* She entered the bedroom 
add showed them the place 
where she had some money bur­
ied. On digging up the place, an 
empty box was recovered, but 
Chaubey, her "husband" came 
forward to say he already had 
taken the money out of the box.
Chaubey threw more light on 
the girl’s story. He said his wife, 
Lugdi, died at Lady Lyall Hos 
pital at Agra Oct. 4, 1925. Shanti 
Devi was born Dec. 11, 1926.
Further to corroborate her 
claim, Shanti. Devi told the com­
mittee about her "husband’s” fa­
vorite dishes and many anec­
dotes of their married life. The 
committee returned, convinced 
of the accuracy of the child’s 
claim, but finding no rational ex­
planation for it.
Shanti Devi now leads an aus­
tere life in her home. She has 
plans to form a spiritual organ 
Ization "devoted to the idea of 
living our lives according to the 
dictates of the inner voice."
are used for bed coverlets and 
dust ruffles or to trim  towels 
and shower curtains.
Again, the same color tones 
are used for informal table 
linens, A combination of jade 
and yellow now being promoted, 
is an ideal color scheme for the 
seasons ahead.
EASY UPKEEP  
VVe certainly can have beauty 
color and luxury these days in 
our accessories for the home 
and it’s the kind that is so easy 
to care for. Many of these things 
are made of drip-dry fabrics and 
new finishes that require little 
or no ironing.
Contour sheets, for example, 
have eliminated the necessity 
of ironing bed linens. Automatic 
dryers turn out pillow cases_ so 
soft, so smooth that you can just 
fold them neatly and use them 
"as is” .
Ruffles and pleats in blouses 
dresses and lingerie, drip-dry 
like new. Even outer-wear has 
become easily washable and 
self-drying.
NUMBERED FLA’nRONS
We can certainly congratulate 
ourselves on our good, fortune 
when we consider a household 
hint of long ago that was quoted 
in a magazine recently. The 
ladies of 1907 were advised to 
number their flatirons on the 
stove with chalk and use them 
in rotation so that they would 
always be hot!
While ironing is no longer 
such a chore, there are still 
times when' some ironing has to 
be done, so a good iron is a nec­
essary household aid.
This is especially true for 
those who go in for the hand­
some silk lingerie and blouses 
that are so much in style just
now. ■ ,
But it is ironic that now that 
we have such efficient tools for 
ironing we’ve alrriost eliminated 
the need to use them. '
Jan Rubes will sing in Vernon 
high School auditorium, under 
the auspices of the North Okana­
gan Community Concerts Assocl 
ation, the evening of March 21.
In opera, in recital, as soloist 
with symphony orchestra, on 
radio and television, tbe greatly 
gifted basso, Jan Rubes, capti­
vates his audiences not only with 
h voice of unusual resonance and 
power but with the breadth and 
feeling of his dramatic ability.
Born in Czechoslovakia, before 
taking ui) singing as his profes­
sion, Jan Rubes achieved great 
success as a sportsman. At the 
age of sixteen he became junior 
tennis champion of Southern Bo­
hemia, and at nineteen he was 
, the junior ski champion of 
Czechoslovakia.
Enrolled at the Medical School 
of Prague University, when with 
the advent of World War I I  that 
school was closed. Rubes devoted 
himself entirely to music. But at 
the end of his third year of musi 
cal training, he was sent to a 
German labor camp. His captors 
seeing what a tall, strong fel­
low he was, sent him to do man­
ual labor in a munitions plant. 
However, when they realized that 
he had been a singer back home, 
and when they heard him at an 
audition, they were so impressed 
that they made him a member of 
the Municipal Opera Company 
at Goerlitz. Rubes was liberated 
by American forces in 1945. 
Resuming his musical studies
appearing in more than 120 per­
formances at the Prague Opera 
House, in. the summer of 1947 
Rubes won first prize at the 
Prague Music Festival. A star 
who could sing operatic roles in 
five different languages, he was 
chosen to represent Czechoslo­
vakia in the famous International 
Music Festival at Geneva. Switz­
erland, where he won top honors. 
Remaining in Switzerland, he 
studied at the Geneva Conserva 
tory.
Becavise of visa difficulties, the 
artist declined offers from the 
Nurenberg Opera House and La 
Scala, Milan, and came to Can 
ada in December, 1948. Since that 
time he has given countless re­
citals on the Canadian Broadcast­
ing Company network, and has 
starred in many CBC opera pro­
ductions. Mr. Rubes has appear­
ed in 19 leading roles at the To­
ronto Opera Festivals of the past 
five years.
Rubes introduced, in 1953, his 
own half-hour weekly radio pro­
gram, "Songs of My People," 
which is heard over CBC Trans- 
Canada. The program, devoted to 
the folk music of the European 
people, originally began as a 
summer replacement but was so 
successful that it is now in its 
fourth year.
Jan Rubes is married to the 
lovely actress Susan Douglas 
They are the proud parents of 
two boys, Christopher, four, and 
Jonathan, two years old.
CilECK CHILD'S FEET 12 anniversaries. This year they
Those who know say it would 
be a good thing if children’s feet 
were included *in the regular 
physical health check-up in the 
pu^ic schools.
Such a check-up would detect 
and remedy feet troubles before 
they become established. Parents 
as well as teachers, would be 
much more mindful of the impor­
tance of properly fitting shoes.
got the jump on leap year, celt- 
brating their golden wedding 
with a party proclaiming Satur­
day. March 1, to be "Februaiy 
29."
SENIOR RESIDENT 
OAKVILLE. Ont, (C P)-O ak  
ville’s oldest nqtive-bom citizen 
Mrs. Elizabeth Whitaker King, 
died at age 98. During the town’s 
centennial last July she was hon 




TORONTO (CP) -  Fifty years 
of marriage, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur Dorrington have had onl.v
Brvtkat kordtntd with point c m  
bo roitorod with bivih dtmor, 
Aittr toch uit, kowovtf, Iboy 
should bo woshod in brash tIoM- 
oMhon so«p and worm wotof.
MON. MAR. 17. 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
M ARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Her Neighbors Are Nice Enough 
But Their Children Are Demons
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: Our keep mischievous children in
HITHER AND YON
VISITING GRANDFATHER  
. . , Miss Marilyn D. A. Wolfe, 
has arrived from Prince R u p ^  
to visit her grandfather, M r. E. 
E. Wolfe, of 1044 Stockwell Ave., 
and Mrs. Wolfe.
MOTORED TO OLIVER . . . 
Two carloads of Oddfellows frorn 
the Kelowna district journeyed 
to Oliver Monday where they 
were entertained" by the Oliver 
lodge. ,. ' "
QUEER ODOR
CHESTERFIELD, Eng. (CP) 
A beer-like sm ell filled the town 
hall in this D erbyshire cornmun- 
ity. Puzzled officials found it was 
the combination of scent from hy­
acinths and fresh paint in the 
hall.
FOR UNIQUE WEEKLY
Femmes Fin(il N ew s
STONEY CREEK. Ont. (CP)— 
The Stoney Creek News, 12 tab­
loid pages published on the out­
skirts of Hamilton, has been 
"done over" like a worn'sofa.
•rhe weekly, purchased late last 
month by t h r  e c enterprising 
women, has changed its mast­
head. begun using bright two-
LET'S EAT
For Dinner Serve This Unusual 
Lamb Stew W ith P uffy Dumplings
column heads, increased the num'
"For twiny, Madame, 1 am 
preparing a lamb stew a la 
mode.” announced the Chef. " It  
is different from the usual lamb 
stew, because it has the same 
kind of .seasoning used In France 
in preparing beirf or lamb a la 
mode. What style dumplings 
would |i)c appropriate — Chinese, 
Hungarian, Uallnn. German?" 
l o o k  80  ATTRACTIVE  
"l.et'8 have Amorican-style 
dumplings. Chef," I suggested. 
"Puffy dulbpllngs. containing 
grated vegotnblos and a little 
Ihyme for. seasoning. They look 
80 aUraetlve borering a deep 
platter or di.sh of stew.
"In  fact, I often make an ex­
tra qaantlty so some will be left 
to use next day."
"Don’t you find the dumpUngs 
too heavy to serve again. Ma 
dame?"
TH E T ABSORB LIQUID
"They wovild bo If they were 
refrigerated In the stow, because 
they absorb liquid. But I rcfrlg 
erato them separately. Next day, 
I  slice them, crosswise, about 
half dn inch thick, and saute 
them on both sides In butter or 
margarine. \
•“niey mnke a nice accompn 
niment to bacon for breakfast."
TOMORROW'S DINNER  
. Egg and Vegetable Salad 
Lamb a la Mode DumpUng Stew 
Warm Pumpkin Pie Cheese 
Coffee Tea Milk 
A ll' measurements are level 
r«bci|Ks proportioned to serve 4 to
l.amb a la Mode Dnmptlng 
Blew: At least 6 hrs. in advance 
of conking combine lbs lean
V4 c, mild vinegar, "i c. elder.
3 chopped, peeled medium on- 
ion.s and ’ 4 tsp. pickle spice. 
Cover. Refrigerate until ready 
to cook.
Drain the lamb, but strain 
and reserve the spiced liquid 
Dust the meat with U i tsp. salt 
and >/4 tsp. pepper. „  . ,
Put In a heavy kettle or Dutch 
oven. Add the spiced liquid, and 
1 qt. beef broth or 4 c. water and
4 crushed beef bouillon cubes. 
Cover; simmer-boil about IVi
irs. or until fork-tender.
Let stand 15 min. Tlien skim 
off excess fat from the liquid.
To thicken, stir in 2 tbsp  ̂
flotir, smooth-bldndcd with 
tbsp, cold water. Cook-stir 
min. Drop In puffy vegetable 
dumplings. Coyer. Slow-boll 12 
15 min. ..
Fnffy Vegetable Dumplings) 
Sift together 2 c. enriched flour, 
tsp. double-acting baking pow­
der, *4 tsp,, salt and V* Up. |X )w -  
dered thyme.
Melt '/4 c. shortening. Add a 
minced, seeded small green pep­
per. 1 minced, peeled small on­
ion and t i  c. coarse-grnted raw 
Slow-saute tmtU fork-carrot, 
tender.
Stir Into the flour mixture. 
Add c. milk or wntc|r.
Add to stew ns above.
Transfer to h lightly floured 
board. Pat to in. thickncsi. 
Cvd Into 2 In. rounds with a 
floured biscuit cutter. Drop into 
the boiling stew and simmer- 
boil 12- 15 min.
TRICK.Or* THE CHEF
For new flavor use coriander 
s e ^  instead of pickling spice in
ber of pictures and the amount 
of district news and stepped up 
its sports coverage.
“This isn’t going to be a dainty 
newspaper f u l l  of household 
hints," .says Mrs. Robert McDer- 
)Tiott. wife of a driving instructor.
“ We’re just ns interested in a 
local bank robbery as we are in 
a tea party.
Mrs, McDermott, Mrs. Jean 
Greene, a young divorcee with 
two children, and Mrs. Lloyd Mil- 
len. wife of a steelworker and 
mother of five, were working on 
the paper when they learned Wil­
son Publishing Co., of Toronto, 
had put it up for sale.
"Wc loved our little paper and 
wo just couldn’t bear the thought 
of somebody else coming in and 
taking it over," Mrs. Greene says. 
She went to a credit union, Mrs. 
McDermott arranged for a small 
mortgage and Mrs. MUlen went 
to n bank.
Thi-y got the paper for $3,000. 
The three have taken on two 
ndvertising saleswomcp to In- 
crease the 1,400 paid-up circula­
tion. Each week, 5,(K)0 papers arc 
printed, thousands of them given 
away in c o n c e n trated areas. 
“Then wc„ follow up with a cir­
culation drive.” Mrs, MUlen says. 
They plan to go easy on crime 
news, leaving that to the large 
dallies whlch\ blanket the area. 
"Wc want to p\)hllsh a paper that 
has family i n t e r e s t  Mrs. j 
Greene, the editor, says. I
Public service pin vs a part ln| 
their plan.'̂  too—the 'Stoney Creek 
News is campaigning for liistal- 
latlon of artificial ice in the town 
rink.
And the first editorial was 
headed "creek ns In creak,’! ex- 
|K»uiidlng agnin.st the local habit 
of eulling the lo\yn "Stoney 
Crick."
TluJ paper is prlntctl in Port 
Colborne. 6 nt. "Any weekly news- 
imper I ever hear<l of that had 
its own printing idant had to take 
in Job prlntin'g to keep In the 
black," Mrs. yGreeae said.
n u ' long ho\irs lu-cessary in the 
rebuilding of a newspo|)cr are re­
neighbors are nice but we have 
a baffling situation. Their chil­
dren enter our house without 
knocking or ringing the bell . . .
We have a baby, 11 months 
old, and they have slipped in and 
tormented her, yanking her 
hair, pinching her face, then run­
ning away.
Until yesterday I  h'ad said 
nothing to their mother of this— 
since in the past she has implied 
disapproval of certain actions of 
our older children. ( I  questioned 
my children afterwards and 'ad­
ministered punishment as deserv­
ed.)
But the latest hair pulling 
brought me flying. I  picked up 
the offender—this was his third 
or fourth offense—carried him 
across the yard and deposited 
him inside his own fence. His 
mother came out to ask what was 
wrong and When I  told her, she 
tailed the usual play between her 
paddled him. Now she has cur- 
children and my 3-year-old. 
HOSTILE MOOD 
IS DEVELOPING  
I  don’t want her to feel that 
her children aren’t welcome to 
play in our yard; or that I  think 
my child rearing methods are 
detter than hers. I  haven’t  touch­
ed her children, except to put the 
youngster over the fence, as said. 
Yet she seems to feel antagonis­
tic . .  .
We live between two related 
families; and the young cousins 
have pitted our children against 
each other, and the other cousins. 
One of the cousins’ untruths to 
her parents and other kin have 
caused us much unpleasantness: 
and this same cousin introduced 
our older girls to smoking last 
summer. . .
We are proud of our children. 
They are healthy, with good 
minds and a fine family spirit 
We are teaching them honesty, 
gentleness and loyalty. As with 
all children, ours are sometimes 
naughty, other times surprising­
ly nice.
How do I  cope with the neigh­
bors? Am I in error? Or are they?
1 mu.st take n fair .stand and 




DEAR F.S.: It  is my convic­
tion that n housewife and inother 
is custodian of the peace in her 
own domain—in governing the 
activities of c\dldrcn under her 
roof.
Thus I  fed that you are wholly 
responsible for guarding the 
comfort and physical security of 
your infant daughter. And if 
neighbor children of runabout 
ago habitually ,sneak in and tor 
ment her, as a cruel pastime, you 
arc 'somehow at fault for this.
You arc supposed tovuso your 
common sense ns an \iduU, to
Easter Seals Help 
Youngsters Gain 
Health, Happiness
Everyone must know who Tim  
my is. Timmy, the handicapped 
Vancouver boy chosen as the 
symbol for all B.C. handicapped 
children in the current Easter 
Seal campaign of the B.C. Society 
for Crippled Children.
You will receive, along with all 
householders throughout the pro­
vince, a supply of Easter Seals, 
whose sale provides so much for 
handicapped youngsters. With 
these seals will be an illustrated 
brochure outlining campaign ob­
jectives, and naturally, an appeal 
for your support to this worth­
while service.
The B.C. Society for Crippled 
Children operate 17 buses through­
out the province, providing free 
transportation for handicapped 
children to schools, and also to 
treatment centres. In addition, 
Easter Seal House, at 625 West 
12th Ave.,''" Vancouver, provides 
shelter and accommodation to 
out-of-town children brought to 
the city for treatment,
SUMMER CAMP 
ESTABLISHED 
During the past year a summer 
camp was operated at Wilson 
Creek, not only for crippled 
children, but attended by both 
deaf and blind children, as well. 
This camp provides an opportun­
ity for holidays that many child­
ren might not have otherwise, 
and anyone knowing of a local 
handicapped child interested in 
camping, should contact his public 
health nurse.
Individual service clubs in each 
community in the province assist 
local handicapped children in 
securing treatment and services L 
available from the Society. Main­




ices depend on public generosity 
in supporting the annual seal 
campaign.
FOSTER HOMES
SHERBROOKE, Que. (C P ) -  
The Sherbrooke Rehabilitation 
Society reports it placed 143 chil­
dren in foster homes in the 12 
mdnths ending March 31, 1957, 
compared with "140 children in
line—with a blend of authority, 
fast thinking, and preventive ar­
rangements that they can’t sur­
mount. ,
Where do you keep the baby dur­
ing the day?—that brats can get 
at her behind your back, time and 
again? During her play time, if 
she is confined to a pen, the pen 
should be within your sight and 
quick reach as you do your 
chores.
ACTIVELY RULE  
UNDER YOUR ROOF
During her nap time, if you 
prefer to enclose her in .the[the previous year, 
quiet of a bedroom, be sure to|^ ~
close and latch the door—with a 
latch affixed high up, out of 
young children’s reach, even if 
they stand on a chair. However, 
by using a smallish wheeled crib, 
ihe baby might be near you even 
during naps—as the contraption 
moves easily from room to room.
And well loved babies sleep 
soundly in the midst of household 
bustle, if mothers like having 
them at hand.
Another safety measure Is to 
foster some visiting time between 
the neighbors’ young children 
and your baby, if the baby is an 
object of interest to them. May­
be they hairpull and pinch the 
baby to waken her, or to get a re 
action from her, to feel her 
"aliveness"—as a primitive ef­
fort to establish communication.
Finally, my theory of child 
management is to deal promtply 
with trespassers who offend your 
domain. In the case of the neigh­
bor child, finally caught in the 
act of pinching your baby, he 
might have been briskly spanked 
on the spot and sharply chided 
with his error emphasized. Then 
offered a cookie, to signify your 
underlying friendship despite his 
mistake; and escorted home 
with a brief statement to his 
mama about what had transpir 
ed,—M.H.
A l l - i n - O n e






W e  have moved t o . . ,
455 LAW RENCE A V E . 
K ELO W N A , B .C .
i
Directly West of the Ellis Lodge Hotel
INSURANCE .• ' *!S
PHONE 2132 or 2156
takes Vi the time, 
V2  the work
w i t h
SIIOES FOR FLASHING F E E !
Shoes that adorn the flashing 
feet of little girls this season 
take their cue from grown-up 
stylc.s and have an air of slim 
and dainty appeal.
This more tapered look and 
lighter appearance have Invaded 
the school and play field too, and 
for big girls and sub-teen alike, 
it’s the pump all the way, with 
detachable or swivel straps 
double feature.
•tewing lamb cut in 1 In cube*, preparing lamb a la mode.
fleeted in the women’* homo life.
“ My husbailti," says Mrs. Mll- 
len, ':is turning into the Iwsl 








C H A P M A N 'S
PHONE
2 9 2 8
t'SS-'A'lT
Only NEW QUICK Home Permanent
by Richard Hudnut has this 
Crystal-Clear penetrating lotion 
to cut time and work in half!
.  GIVE yOUR 
SHIRTS
1'lte Best of Cure
. «t .. ,
HENDERSON'S 
DRY CLEANERS
155.^ m u rb. 2185
2
new-ilyle wovei "I 




1 complela wove for ( I I  OR 
low, loft ilyloi or 2 t * * *”  
betw«en-wav« pick-upi
‘Jwts tAIMfllNfi TlMf S'
ONir W IC K  wav«i Iwlc* oi fo ill lo iti loitgtr 
and batlar than cloudy lollom, tllcky crsomil
Cry5lal-CI«arlotlonp«n8 (for»8 io (dil,io»ur*lyl
ONir QUICK cut! work In halll fswsr curlsn— 
|ud 30 or I t i i l  No fancy fladotlil Suro, ovM  
wavsil t
ONIY 0 0 K K ‘ $ crytfal claar lotion li f«nol/(o4 
lor loftnf, ipringlor, 5hlnl»r curlil CondltloM 
r^Lll^urlil
ONtr OOlCK glvoi you Iwo wovti In onol 
Quick’i  puro lotion con bo ricoppod for locomi 
wovo or two touch-upil'
m r  QUICK tokoi 0  ihompoo porfoctly, rlglt# 
aflorWaYlil
NEW
H O M E  p e r m a n e n t  b y  R IC H A ( ? ! P
Save Time, Dollars-Shop the W ant Ad Way-Dial 4445
Professional, Business 




Business Personal For Rent
S E P nC  TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, varaum equipped. 





HOME REPAIRS AND 
AMTERAtlONS 
BpecUUiliig In Asbestos
Asphalt and Insulating Siding
J. B. STEVENS 
Phone 8717
F-S-U
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
cd 2-room suite, private shower 
and toilet. Weekly or monthly 
winter rates 142.50 month. May to 
October inclusive M5 nxmth. 784 
Elliott Avc. M-Thurs. tf
IH E  BERNARD LODGE —  
Sleeping room, day, week or 
month. Phone 2215. tf
Phone 2838 
102 Radio BuUdlng Kelowna
WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor. Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and Interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone 





* No. 9 — 288 Bernard Ave. 
PHONE 2821 '
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCA­
VATING LTD. for ditches, pipe­
lines. septic tanks. Phone 2834.
M. Th. tf.
V ISIT O. L JONES USED FUR  




511 LAWRENCE AVE. 
ihtone 4434 Kelowna. B.C
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
. D. H. CLARK & CO.
Accounting Auditing
-  Income Tax Consultants




• Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1«7 WATER ST. PHONE 3678
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS










VACANT APRIL ls t -2  BED- 
room home on Ellis St. Apply 
phone 7550 or 589 Roanoke Ave.
170
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
189
, WATCH REPAIR
, Fast, Reliable Service
REX
Electronic Service 
249 Bernard Ave. Phone 340S 
Mon., Tues., tf.
Help Wanted
FULLY MODERN BACHELOR 
suite and semi-fumished apart­
ment. Use of completely auto­
matic washer and dryer, heated 
by hot water with individual 
thermostats. Apply Bennett Store.
ROOM DUPLEX, SOUTH OF 
Bernard, $72.50 per month. Oc­
cupancy April 1st. Adults only. 
1(544 Richter St. Phone 2241. 168
TWO ROOM GROUND FLOOR 
suite, in The Belvedere, located 
at 1489 St. Paul St. For particu­
lars apply 564 Bernard Ave. or 
plione MM. tf
L IM ITE D  OPENINGS
For Airmen Age 17-39
ELECTRONICS 
MECHANICS 
Minimum Grade V II I







Up to Age 35
Enquiries from Ex-Servicemen 
Welcome
APPLY
ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE 




545 Seymour St., 
Vancouver 2, B.C.
' 162, 168, 174, 180
TWO ROOM UNFURNISHED  
suite with bath. Phone 7208.
169
TWO ROOM FURNISHED Suite 
private entrance. 844 Leon Ave. 
phone 24M. _______168
PLACE OF BUSINESS W ITH liV' 






for your office furniture!







KELOWNA— .  WEDNESDAYS 
KAMLOOPS - 1 -  THURSDAYS 
VERNON . . . . . . . . .  SATURDAYS
See — Classified Ads
162, 168, 174,180
ARE YOU UNEMPLOYED?
Read this Message . . .  It is for you.
A FREE WANT AD 
IN THE DAILY COURIER
Beginning today, in co-operation with the
DO IT NOW CAMPAIGN
and on behalf of the unemployed persons in 
Kelowna and area
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 
WILL PUBLISH WITHOUT COST
ONE -  THREE-DAY WANT AD 
IN POSITIONS WANTED
To each person presenting an Unemployment claim.
Bring your Unemployment Insurance Book to
THE CLASSIFIED COUNTER 
THE KELOWNA COURIER
An efficient Ad-Writer will help you write your ad.
It will be published for three days without cost to you. 
This offer is to Individuals who are seeking a job. It is not 
applicable to Business Firms and Contractors who want a 
group of jobs to do. it is to aid the unemployed and make 
better business for all!
NOT IN CHARAOER THE DAILY COURIER # MON. MAR. 17. 1958
Sign On Queen Elizabeth Hotel 
In Montreal W ill Be Replaced
FURNISHED 2 ROOM SUITE  
with electric stove. Apply 1034 
!^rden Ave. 156, 162, 168, 174
Board and Room
THE GUEST HOUSE 
Exclusive residence for retired 
people.' 806 Bernard Ave. Phone 
3941. 180
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ELD­
ERLY lady or gentleman in good 
home. Phone 7077, 1475 Graham 
St. 168
Trailers Position Wanted
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
& Service. Peachland, B.C. Phone 
Peachland 687. 188
EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRIV- 
er desires work Available at any­
time. Phone 3717. 170
Auto Financing
[YOUNG WOMAN AGED 20. 
wants office position. Has two 
years business experience in 
typing, office training, business 
machine, filing, dictaphone, grade 
12 education (major in English). 
Industrious and ambitious Excel­
lent references as to character 
and efficiency. Phone 2713.
1 Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
CAR BUYERS. OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you make 
a better deal. See us for details 
now before you buy. Camithers 
& Meikle Ltd., 364 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna. L66, 167, 168, 
178,179,180
,  ,  , „  «  1 CAPABLE WOMAN W ILL TAKEArticles For Sale ^ny type of work by the day.
I V I  [pjjojjg 6712. 178
ONE PORTABLE W ELDER — EXPERIENCED YOUNG LADY 
300 Amp Hobart. Good condition. Uyouid like housework or will look 
Phone after 6 p.m. So-8-5489. after children. Phone 6520. 169
NICE SURROUNDINGS AND 
good care for aged and chronics. 
Licensed Rest Honie. Mrs. G. 
Kennedy, 1595-6th St., New West­
minster, B.C. 170
FOR ROOM AND BOARD Phone 
3056. Gentlemen preferred. 169
eOARD AND ROOM IN  GOOD 
home. Phone 3271. 168
Motels -  Hotels
Coming Events
ALPHA-EPSILON C H A P T E R  
Beta Sigma Phi presents a Kalei- 
dascope of fashion show and tea 
on Thursday, March 27th, at 8 
p.m. in Canadian Legion Hall. 
Fashions by Glamour Wear. Ad­
mission 75c. Tickets available 
from Members or Glamour Wear 
Store. 166, 168, 169
MAKE IT A DATE 
When? Next Wednesday at 2:30 
Where? at the Kelowna 
Elementary School 
1825 Richter Street 
For What? .
The 18th Annual 
White Elephant Sale and Tea 
111 atd of the
THE JUNIOR RED CROSS
168
RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR 






Tells you your past, present and 
future. Helps you In all prob­
lems of love, business, and mar­
riage. Speaks seven different 
languages. A Genuine Fortune 
Teller at Room 4.
284 Main St. Penticton
Phone 4129 
Readings 10 a.m. to 0 p.m. Dally
180
t h e  GLNEMORE CENTEN  
N IAL Committee requests that
anyone now residing in Glcnmorc 
who was In B.C. prior to J * 
contact 8 . Pcarsop, secre­
tly  4,
S
tajry  ̂ Phone 7607 evenings.
167, 168.160, 173. 174. 175. 
. 170. 180, W l,185. 186. 189
Business Personal
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
lUiora 1, 453 Lawrence Ave.
’ ■ Phone 3903
_ Vernon'
2803-32n(l Aw* Phono 4236
' 172
WHY "PAY MORE? Our years of 
mmeirlenen with natural gas can 
he fovlt answer to mora a<Nmo> 
mleal tnstaUathm. For free esU* 
;nwle«'4?«tt',l9il<Ch«t*a Oei'Serv' 




Phones, Television. Laundry 





If you are ambitious and trust­
worthy, willing to make S500.0(5- 
$1,000.00 a month, equal to many 
professional men that went 
through great expense for train­
ing, we will give you free train­
ing in shop and field. You get 
group insurance benefits. Vaca­
tion pay. Profit sharing. Oppor­
tunities for advancement. Un­
limited earning power. Age 21 
to 48, car is a necessity. For 
further information, write to 639 
Main St., Penticton, B.C. State 
your Name, Telephone No,, and 
Address. You will then be notified 
of time and place for interview.
. 168
W ILL PURCHASE A HOME ON 
monthly payments. Three bed­
rooms required. References 
Write Box 4252 Kelowna Courier
168
Property- For Sale
TWO BEDROOM STUCCO house 
Apply 456 Wardlaw. Phone 2887
170
8726.
LARGE ORCHARD PROPERTY  
for sale — Good chance for cap-
SELL
OVER PHONE
Desk space and phone 
provided. W o r k  th e  
hours you w ant. E x­
perience no t necessary. 
We show you how  in 
tw enty  m inutes. Age no 
barrie r, if you a re  over 
tw enty-one.
Apply Box 4257 
KELOW NA COURIER
MONTREAL (CP) — The signs 
on the t}ueen Elizabeth Hotel, the 
striking new building in midtown 
Montreal built by Canadian Na­
tional Railways, have been re­
moved and will be replaced.
I t  was felt the signs were not 
in character with the hotel, a 
CNR spokesman said Friday, and 
that something more subdued 
would be better suited to the 
building.
The spokesman said the change 
has nothing to do with the French 
spelling of the hotel’s name— 
something that recently caused a 
bit of a flap in Montreal.
SIGN ON TWO SIDES 
The signs are on the front of 
the hotel, on Dorchester Street, 
and on the Mansfield Street side. 
They are 20 feet or so long with 
letters about two feet high. The 
letters, of block-like type, project 
bit. They are lighted at night 
and are atop canopies.
The signs removed Friday, are 
each in English and French 
Queen Elizabeth and Le Reine 
Elizabeth.
When the signs first appeared 
some people thought the article 
should be "la” instead of "le” be 
cause the word Reine in French 
is feminine. They also thought the 
French s p e l l i n g  "Elisabeth’ 
should be used.
CNR SAYS IT ’S RIGHT  
The CNR says it is right, on 
best French authorities. Because
the hotel is meant, and not the 
Queen herself, the correct spelling 
Is ’’le" because the understood 
word "hotel’’ is masculine in 
French.
Also, the CNR maintains, al­
though Elisabeth is the spelling 
for a French woman’s name, a
168
TRY COURIER WANT-ADS 
PHONE 4445
Articles Wanted
name In itself is not translatable 
or subject to spelling revision— 
Pierre should not be changed to 
Peter or vice versa.
The Queen’s name Is Elizabeth, 
hot Elisabeth,, says the CNR, add­
ing that the French text of the 
Quebec statutes uses "Elizabeth."
ROOM AND BOARD
eOBsM IS so 
u\r2ESSEP kim MY 
SslZ-NOmtlSHlNiS 
ftOwEKiDT IDEA,
H i PLEADS? WITH 
L\E TO TAKE HIM 
IN AS A RteikESf 
AN£? HAS INV'ESTEP 
5200 IN THE 
VESnUKEi








T O m $ T f
I TAKE rr TOO MEAN 
INTO BUSINESS m O K S  
THE FLOlNERroiSk EHT„ 
tOOP need Al least fKlOOOJ
rvE I^ND m w  EXPE0ENCE, 
THS.ONlYOPEWriOl VOL) 
CAN STACT WITH A 
ShOESTRinO is in 





B 0 5 if£ S S A \A N !
IT'S SHORTS, NOT SACKS
New Zealand Has Its Own 
Fashion Furore Raging
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP)—New Headmasters have generally ap- 
Zealand is not showing much [proved the custom provided the
W A N T E D  




Vernon Rd., 3 miles from Kelowna |
Phone 8133
1881 By JOHN BARBOUR
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID I NEW YORK (AP) — The very 
for scrap-iron, steel, brass, copper, weak, the very old, the young. . 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt On these, it appears, last fall’; 
payment made. Atlas Iron and Asian flu epidemic may have hit 
Metals' Ltd., 250 Prior St., Van- hardest,
couver, B.CX Phone PAcific 6357. Preliminary assessments in the
M-TH-tf I United States show 20,000,000 fell 
ill and perhaps 5,0o0 died.
’That flu hit the very weak is 
[not surprising. Nearly everyone 
in feeble physical condition, is 
I ready prey to disease
But the deadly attacks on the 
[very young and very old, if borne 
out in more detailed checks, 
would change the pattern of the 
1918 flu epidemic that was most 
[fatal to young adults.
Now, public health officials
Building Materials
BUYING LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber • Sash • Plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors • Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. HAUG. & SON
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
1801 warn that Asian flu may be rais-
______________________________ .ESMOND LUMBER CO.” L’m l ^
IN  NORTH OKANAGAN tom- for aU Building SuppUes. Special- ^  |  normal
munity. Building now in apart- izing in Plywo^. Contractors 
ments, but could be converted to Enquiries Sohclted. Phone or p « “ ® 
rest home. Full price—$15,000. Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. HEART DEA'raS UP  
Half cash. For information phone Hastings St., Vancouver, - B.C. j In heart disease alone, the
171 GLenburn 1500.
Fuel And Wood
1801 death rate is about 10 per cent 
higher than it was last year.
The Asian flu epidemic is over. 
But some doctors warn there




1957 FORD FAIRLANE club 
sedan, m etallic grey, w h ite  
w all tires , autom atic trans., 
heater, clock, w indshield  
w ashers, low m ileage, 1958 
plates.
PHONE 3038
169 delivery $12.50 per cord, 2 cords vacclnaUon is important,
$24.00. Phone 8433. 180 Reports frorn 108 U.S. cities cov-
1--------------- ----------------------------------1 ering the period from Sept. 1,
S. M. SIMPSON LTD. can accept 9̂57  ̂̂ 0  March 1 this year showed 
a limited number of orders for jg ^74 deaths from influenza and
® pneumonia. In the same period of 
IJ uel Department 341L 177 h**® previous year the total was168,
Office Supplies
Your old Adding Machine 




The epidemic reached a peak 
In mid-October. During a two- 
week span, 23,000,000 new cases of 
upper respiratory diseases were 
re^rted.  ̂Only laboratory tests 
could tell'how  many of these 
were Asian flu.
THE HEALTHY WON 




tf|1427 Ellis St. Phone 35041 battle with- healthy adults
184[before it gave up, the virus had 
put millions to bed for more than 
day.
The Aslan flu outbreak undoubt-




LONGING FOR A NEW Easter 
Outfit? Avon Co.sinctlc.s Has open­
ings for women who want to 
earn extra. Territories in Kelow­
na. Winfield, Oyama areas. Write 
Box 4054, Dally Courier.
168, 171, 173, 180
IS THERE A GIRL OR YOUNG 
woman, who through misfortune 
nr other ndver.se conditions  ̂ is 
loi^king for n good homo and 
small 'remuneration in exchange 
for light hou.schoId ciutica?\ Na  
tliinnlity, crcctl or circumstances 
no objection, but hone.sty and 
ctranlincss essential. Apply ^y 
letter outlining briefly your case 
to Box 4302C, Courier, 170
Wanted To Rent
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM RE­
QUIRED for young Indy as from 
April 12, 1958. Apply Box 4246 
Kelowna Courier. 169
tf
WAI4TED TO RENT Immediately
3 bedroom houye. Phono 2776.
.u . 1(»
m  iTMiAIN' EXeciotIVRa 
\I^NDON. Ont. ^CP)-Execu- 
uve# from many parts of Can 
9 ^  and fimm, im lgn. 'coimtrles 
win^aUead the Itth ahmial man­
agement training ,'f»ujrao at the 
tjniveriilty, of Wê Utim Ontario 
Scluot' RurinoM AdmlnlslTa 
Rntni July « to Aug. m' I I / t I <
ROTOTILLING AND PLOUGH- cdly had its valuable side. For 
Ing done. Phono 3104. tf the first time there was a full
[AFRICAN VIOLETS — MANY mobilization
T b5  Like an enemy bomber the dls fern stand. Phono 8239.______case was spotted nnd Its course
GE'T YOUR ROTOTILLING done plotted from Asia ncro.ss the Pa'
I now. Phono 4116. 180 [ clflc,
,  ,  Researchers isolated the Aslan
Equipment Rentals I'n^ucnza virus, and then made
vaccine against It. ■ Pharmaceut- 
^1 rifVn'''''oA'fjrtTMfV 1 i®"! l̂^ms devIscd ways of pr«-
and Polishers, Now avnilablo for quicwy and
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint I economically 
Spot Ltd, For details phone 3030
Cars And Trucks
For Quick Sale:
'5 0  MORRIS 
MINOR
Best Reasonable 
Offer Takes! ,  |
No white apace.
Economical, transporta tion . Minimum 10 words.
E xcellen t m echanical con- > ‘na«rt‘on --------per word Zt
ditlon. B rand new  clutch, * S S ''® ____ per word 2n#
batte ry , ’58 license plates. » ®oriaccuUvo inaertlonB 
_ 1, 1 J  or more —.— , per word 2y
Low m ileage. Ideal second ciMaioed Display
car. I One Insertion    _____ f  1.12 . Inch
1 consecutive
Insertions ______ 1.05 Inch
concern over whether the sack 
is a b e c o m i n g  fashion for 
women. For once women’s wear 
has had to take a secondary 
place while people argue about 
fashions for men.
The controversy engaging fa­
shion-conscious people is whether 
shorts are suitable garb for men 
to wear in town during the sum­
mer.
Shorts for men have long been 
accepted leisure wear. ’They are 
far more widely worn than in 
North America. Cut on En^ish 
lines, they are fuller in the seat 
and legs than,, the Bermuda 
shorts that are their nearest 
equivalent.
At beaches and holiday resorts, 
shorts of this kind are almost 
universal wear in summer. 'They 
are also worn at home, for 
working about the garden.or as 
general casual garb.
But a core of conservatism has 
resisted attempts to adopt shorts 
for business wear.
FORCES WORE THEM  
Shorts are approved wear in 
summer by the armed forces 
and their coolness and comfort 
brought many predictions during 
the war that civilian dress would 
be reformed. New Zealand troops 
wore shorts all through the North 
African campaign and during the 
long slog UP Italy. ' On leave, 
they explored St. Peter’s and at­
tended the opera and night clubs 
in Rome and other cities so clad., 
The soldiers swore they would 
never return to heavy civilian 
suits in summer. After all. they 
said, shorts are official British 
tropical wear throughout the col 
onies, and New Zealand is sub- 
ropical, at least In parts, in 
summer. ' I f  shorts are good 
enough to fight in, the soldiers 
added, they should be good 
enough to work In.
But when it came to the point 
few were hardy enough to defy 
conventions. They abandoned the 
old three-piece suit with vest, 
but Informality seldom went be- 
vond adonting a sloppy garb ol! 
flannel slacks nnd snorts coat, 
both of wool and both hot, 
American - style lightwelgh; 
suits of crease-resistant tropical 
cloths have gained a limited 
vogue in the last few years. But 
in the summer just ending the 
dress reformers have suddenly 
made rt striking new advance. 
OFFICE TO CRURCH 
Many young men have begun 
wearing open shirts w i t h  o u t 
jacket, well-put tailored shorts 
nn^ three-quarter length stock 
Ings to city offices.
Their . choice of wear has 
been supported in numerous city 
schools w h o r e  male teachers 
have appeared similarly clad.
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crusheii Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 
J, W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 Stirling Place
clothing is neat.
Doctors in a leading,Auckland 
hospital have joined the move­
ment and wear white shorts and 
stockings while on duty in the 
wards.
Even the church has given the 
idea support. Rev. J. H. William­
son, Aiiglican vicar of Kaitaia, in 
the far north, has been wearing 
shorts and a white shirt without 
jacket. 'The shirt has blue epau­
lettes, each bearing an embroid­
ered cross. His Presbyterian col­
league. Rev, K, A. L. Mpuntjoy, 
also wears shorts.
HOTELS OPPOSED 
But the advocates, of dress re­
form for men are not having it 
all their way. Opposition, surpris' 
ingly enough, has come from the 
liquor trade.
A traveller dressed'in tailored 
grey, shorts, shirt and tie, and 
long stockings, ordered a drink 
in the bar-lounge of a hotel in 
Auckland and was politely re­
fused.
Managers of several hotels 
said fliey would decide whether 
a patron Could be served or not 
according to the standard of 
dress, rather than on whether 
shorts were worn. Several man­
agers insisted, however; that 
shorts were definitely barred in 






Lovely, fluffy blonktft/with fur 
less work, when you wash thorn 
with ZERO Cold Water Soop. Um 
comiortobly cool wottr. Tho dirt 
just tloots outi And no shrinking ’ 
or pulling out of ihopo. It Mftoni . 
water tool 59e package does SO 
washings, 9Sc size ovtr 100. At ' 
your iocol drug, grociry and wool • 
shops. For FREE tomplo, writ* 
























300 colors to choose from for 
Interior Finish.
" ' Ask to see the booklet "Living In Color" and 
"How to Do It with Pittsburgh Faints" ,
Interior Builders M arket Ltd.
PHONE 3236 VERNON ROAD
1.30-M-W-P FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
Apply after 6  p.m. to I 9 consocutivo Insertions
• ' ' ' I or more__
2 1 5 8  LONG ST.




nWI count lines dally ^  U.OO month 
Daily for 6 months . .  8.50 month 
Each additional lino .  2D0 month
Jne Inch dally -------I7HQ month
Ino inch «
a times wstik------- 1080 mtmtti
WATCH ^ A R S  AND TRUCKS 
tot salQ^—there ato some great I 








Police _ _______________   Dial 8300
Hospital _______________Dial 4000




If unable to eontael s doctor 
Dial 2782
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Bandars. Holidays W04 
Wodneedsys
I  pju. (to SdIO Roa.
OBOVOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 




HUNGERB’ORD, England (CP) 
Residents of this Berkshire com­
munity, which has 0,000 residents 
and'25 taverns, point proudly to 
I ho report that in, tho last 12 
months there have been no cases 
of drunkenness. '
This fldvcrilitomenl is not published or displayed by ihe Liquor 
Control Board or by Iho Government of BriUsh Columbia,
W . ' ii
v: ''11/ \ If
BEUEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley MON. )IAE. 17, 1K8
wi W . ,  ,
tU l Rose WINDOW 
«f> TNI SAN MISSION
»• SAH AdtOOiOTCX.
W^S CMtVEO FROtA SOTTSIDHE 
AS A WEfttORlALTOnS 
CREATOR'S RAMCEE 





m s K - ia  SIGeOBOE 
MOORE ^  
lVewstevjntB«\̂ _
S ummit MeETiHfr-l475MooEL.
KINO 1001$ XI KIHG EDWARD IV
or France r  o f England 
MEETING ON A BRltXiE AT PlCQUlGNV, 
FRANCE. TO MAKE A FRIENDSHIP PACT 
®° FEARFUt Of THE OTHER
. . ______ n i e t c o N o u a B O T H m N ^ m n a u i
through tf h ig h  ir o n  b a r r ie r .
TBE DAILY COURIEB J
HEALTH COLUMN
Regular Dental Visits 
Might Save Your Life
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B . J A Y  BECKER I low spade led from dummy. Had 
. I Crawford ruffed it, the ball game(Top Rccord-Holdê ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  been over then and




\  NORTH 
4 A K 7 6 4 3  
WQ10B742  
♦  K
WEST *  EAST 
▲ J0802 A -----
W3 I W83S
4 A J I  4 1 O0 S2
* A K 7 5  i|k l098642
^  SOUTH
AQI O  
W A K J  
. 4 Q 9 7 4 3  
A Q J 3  
The bidding:
East South West North
l A  I T  1 4
Opening ycad—ace of clubs.
One of the most interesting 
hands in international competi­
tion occurred. when the United 
States played Sweden in 1953.
Crawford (East' was moved to 
open the bidding with a club 
despite a slight shortage of high 
cards. Lilliehook, unaware of the 
phony bid ahead of him, over­
called with a heart for lead pur­
poses, and Schenken bid one 
spade. Anulf, for Sweden, si­
lenced all hands with a six heart 
bid and the fight was on.
The ace of clubs was ruffed 
and Lilliehook knew he had his 
work cut out for him. He led a 
heart to the ace and followed 
with the jack of clubs. When 
Echenken ducked, the king of dia­
monds was discarded.
A diamond was trumped and a
stead and South won with the 
queen.
Lilliehook now led the ten of 
spades. Schenken played the jack. 
And here Lilliehook made one of 
the finest plays of his career. He 
allowed the jack to win.
The contract could no longer 
be defeated. A low spade from 
dummy was later ruffed, trumps 
were drawn, and the slam was 
made.
Had the jack of clubs been 
covered, the slam would have 
gone down the drain. If  Lilliehook 
haul covered the jack of spades, 
Crawford would have ruffed and 
defeated the contract with a 
trump return. - 
When the same deal was played 
at the other table, I held the 
South hand. After East passed,
I opened with a diamond. The 
Swedish Wc.st bid a spade. My 
partner, Lightner, expressed his 
opinion of this contract by doa 
bling. East ran to two clubs.
After a protracted series of 
bids, and worewarned by West’s 
spade bid, we stopped at five 
hearts, which was all that could 
be made.
Our mutual congratulations at 
having avoided a slam contract 
were dissipated when we learned 
of the goings-on that had taken 
place at the other table.
By HermaD N. Bondesen, M.D.
You have often been told to 
see your dentist at least twice a 
year. These regular visits to his 
office might do a lot more than 
protect you from a toothache. 
They may even save your life.
Many, many persons fre­
quently blame such bod dis­
orders as dizziness, migraine, 
head pains and swelling of the 
face and neck on tooth trouble. 
And they hurry off to their den­
tist to find out what is wrong. 
FROPER TEREATMENT 
I f  the cause of the difficulty 
is not the teeth —‘ and it very 
often is not — the dentist will 
send the patient to a physician 
for examination, thereby speed­
ing proper treatment.
Periodic examination of the 
mouth, face and neck is essen­
tial in discovering any cancer 
which might be developing in 
these areas. Here again, your 
dentist can play a vital role in 
detecting early symptoms and 
possibly help to save your life 
COULD BE PREVENTED  
I t  is estimated that about 80 
per cent of the deaths caused by 
cancer of the mouth could be 
prevented if the lesions were 
recognized early enough and 
treatment was begun promptly.
Your dentist is in an excellent 
position to spot such cancer in 
the early stages.
It  is easy for him to examine
your face and mouth, and prob- now lead-free.
ably your neck, too. Many den­
tists throughout the country 
are performing such valuable 
services for their patients.
During a three-year period, 
for example, about one-third of 
the practicing dentists In Texas 
discovered 382 cases of cancer 
by performing their own biop­
sies, and an additional 557 cases 
by referring their patients to 
physicians for biopsies.
The face: paro tid , and sub- 
m axial salivary glands; sub-maX' 
Uliary and subm ental lymph 
nodes; jaws and tem porom ancal 
lymph nodes and the lips and 
corner of the mouth.
INTRAORAL EXAM  
He might also make the fol­
lowing intraoral examination: 
Mucous membranes of the lips 
and cheecks; tongue and floor 
of the mouth; tonsils, soft and 
hard palate, and uvula; poster­
ior pharyngeal wall; gingiva and 
retromolar area, and the alveo­
lar bone and the teeth.
Since about 85 per cent of oral 
cancer develops in males, this 
examination is especially impor­
tant for men. particularly those 
in the 65-69 age group.
Question and Answer 
D. T.: I am thinking of paint 
ing my baby’s furniture. Is there 
any paint that is lead-free? I 
am afraid he might get lead 
poisoning from the paint.
Answer: Almost all enamels 




If seeking advice now, go to 
experts. Don’t confide in or rely 
upon the counsel of casual ac­
quaintance.'!, or even of close 
friends if they’re not fully quali­
fied. Be flexible in making plans, 
too, since there may be upsets 
at the last moment.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY  
I f  tomorrow is your birthday, 
your prospects for the year 
ahead are excellent. Ideas and 
plans for the future should be 
worked out constructively now, 
since the vibrations stimulate 
long-range thinking. It  would 
be advisable to complete out­
standing matters before taking 
on new ventures, however, so
RAISE STEEL A » I
HONG KONG (Reuters)—Com­
munist China has raised its 1958 
steel output target to 7,000,000 
tons—33 per bent inore than last 
year’s output — the New China 
news agency reports.
THIS IS WHAT GETS VOTES?
Campaigning In the prairie 
provinces. Liberal lender Pear­
son follows the traditional vote- 
getting technique of admiring 
babies. Here he Is with Mrs.
Frank Dunham nt Swift Cur 
rent, Sask, In the bundle is 
Sharon Lee Ann, ago four 
months.
that you can proceed with 
free mind and hand. I t ’s never 
wise to take on more responsi­
bility than you can reasonably 
handle.
Following a sound and con­
servative program, you should 
note a sharp uptrend in job and 
financial matters by October 
but don’t, in a spirit of over­
optimism, yield to extravagance 
— especially in November and 
December. Look for some inter­
esting experiences in your per­
sonal life betvveen May and Sep­
tember; some excellent business 
news in January.
A child born on this day will be 
affectionate, studious and creat­
ively inclined.
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
SONNY 
h e r e ’s  .YOUR
BASE­
BALL*.
LUCKV'THAT OLD BEAR 
W AS ONLY HALE AWAKE- 
IP s h e 'd  b e e n  W IDE AW AKE 
.JYOU MIGHT o ' GOT HURT.*
V .
BACK-RCIAD.FOLKS /
BAI51Y S P R IN G  B A T T /N ©  P R A C T IC E
• hm mfVMB iTWaiCATix moktb UMatvBk
/ ,  i ' .
3-17
DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS 7. Fluff 25. Persia
!• Diving bird g.Hlgh (mus.) 26. Sultan’s 
®* g Czech decrees
27. Light






































































39. A lifetime 
41. Jewish
month
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i n i W t S t t -  WE ONsouecze VOUB4 a  
rtflieN-MWUTi SURAT 
tfS ft MR.WtU9. THAT
1 T " r " I B
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, ' p »■% i i
ar P
!iA Jf JO
31 P 'H p * P P **y r J T %I f
23”
iAx i •*1
TMItNKS AWfUllV.aP OUtP, 
fORTtWHG US Off TO THE 
COMMIES' DltU* BOXES. 
OUR FR06MGN FOUND NONE 
O f THE BAUV THINGS ON
rrtNEVMY.COR.BURNE-SM'miE, I 
THIS IS MR.SAWVER, ONE OF OUR J 
MEN WtO UNRAVELED ^ ■ ■— 
■THIS RID PIOT. f  CONSRMUlATlONSi
OLD TOP,
r
Vm  HOURS LATU.BUI WATCHES THE U.1  WARSHIPS WTOUT
/  NOW TO 5K IF SWITCHJNS THE COMMlIS’i  
lOINX’ BOXSSAROUttP CONFUSES THEM. 
.IFMOT, rMRUINID,
Dhe S m tiiU  in  i/u  B /em A h^
* ;
D i s t i l l o d / b i e n d a c l  a n d  b o t t l e d  In  S c o t la n d
A vd ilab le  in 361i o i . ,  and 13'^ ox. b o ltU i
\
DAILY CUYPTOQUOTE Here's Jiow to work Ut
A X T D L D A A X R
U L O N « F K L I .  OW
One letter .slmplv stands for niiolher, In this sample A Is Used I 
for the three L's. X for the two O'n. etc Single letters, apostrophen, 
the Icnglli snd formation bf the words sro all bints. Hach day thej 
code kdlers ore different
THE SHADOWy 
’ OJTUNE IS LIKE THAT 
OF A SUB... BUT IT 
COULD BE A  SPACE
' A 6R4CESH(P7..) WHY NOT? IT COULD BE 
UNDER WATERV AM AMPHIBIOUS SHIP. 
THINK OP the 
TO9SIB1UT1CS
7 iN THIS VAST PACIFIC area! YE9...THBN BV 
AMPHIBIOUS SPACE-SHIPS LAUNCHING THEIR 
COULD RENDEZVOUS HERE/6U1DED AVSSHES 


























YEAH, GRANDMA, I 
WAS ACROSS TH’ 
TRACKS TPYIN’ T ’ 
EARN A  BICYCLE...
K
r\f
...AN’ THOSE TOUGH 
KIDS BEAT ME U P /
3-17
CHAS:KUHN
BUT I  SURE DID  GET 
EVEN W ITH 'E M ,..-/
1 11 SOLD A  LOT O ’ BATH /i 
1 M O M «  I
Vitt Dieiey Pioi«t«ni Vs<l41'lUlUMWsd ^WlTH ON^ OF THESE — you'll  FIND RiDiNG A MOTORCYCLE r ” 
A LOT SAFER I ------- _ _ _ _ _ /
RIDES A 
A\OTOKCVCLB7
(  1 DON'T THINK HE HEARS A  THIN®




-  „  ASORRJiT SIR.-'
,EI?,, WAITER,') 5 -THAT'S NOT 




/^WAlTER,Y(jslOT M Y  TABLE^ 
VVILL I  
YOU...?
DOGGONE n: VSORRy NOT 
WAITED, I.../ TABLE.'
OKA-y IF IT'S JlQDE'i?
n o bo d y^  ta b le )
I’LL Give IT 
A HOME,'
STOP THAT ^  
NONSENSE,
y<3l/RB SUPPOSED TO BbNI 
PAVIN' ATTENTION TOTH'A 
H A 2 a  STICK I IT 'SA fO K *
GOOD W O RK.M AG Q IB / I 
A  WELL SUNK HERB, TK 




THREAD O N ' 
VtXJ,(5RAMPS....
I l l
'Ih in  udvcrtiscinciU  m u publi,viicd or iliNpiavcd by the  L lqiiu i 
C o n tro l B o ard  o r  by Iho G o v ern m en t o f B ritish  C o lum bia .
A CRYTOORA3I QUOTATION
X U  
A E X
X  P Q ?. W Q D ,  U 7.
U I* E VV Q V J*
E X C J W  F J  
JU P W I C W Q D
n  K W 
n  E \v
F D r W N W p J X Q .
. Nilnrday'a Cryplonuote: TfM E  IS' BUT THE STUEAM I  GO 

















Great Day For Irish Traced 
Back To Good Saint Patrick
LONE MALE BRAVES HOME ECONOMICS COURSE
Lone male in the home econ­
omics course at University of 
' Montreal, Marcel L^liberte sets 
"lots of feminine attention from 
• his 59 girl classmates. The lat­
ter were disappointed when
they learned that Marcel, 31, is 
happily married and the father 
of three. "Men must learn more 
about the science of eating” , he 
explains when asked why he
entered a traditionally femin­
ine course. When he is gradu­
ated, Lalibertc plans to apply 
for an administrative job with 
a food company.
10,000 Scientists Change 
Course Of All Knowledge
Ed's note: We may not know 
for months or years the full 
siinificance of what IGY ■den­
tists around the planet are 
learning right now. But in the 
first nine months of the 18- 
month project, some remark* 
, able facts have been discov- 
■ered. Here's a mid - term re­
port card on the world's largest 
school of scientific study.
By ALTON L. BLAKESLEE
WASHINGTON <AP) — IG Y is 
leading man out of a kindergarten 
of ignorance about his home, the 
-oarth.
IG Y  means the International 
Geophysical Year, a great scien 
tific hunt for knowledge. Halfway 
through^ it already is turning up 
discoveries and challenging new 
Ideas:
Space appears quite safe for 
.human flights to the moon or 
beyond, say radioed reorts from 
Russian and U.S. satellites;
Maybe we've been robbed of 
an entire continent. IGY scien­
tists find evidence Antarctica 
could be just a collection of is 
lands and mountains at the bot  ̂
tom of ĵthe world, not a huge land 
mass*!of' continent as our school 
bofilcs say:
Our world c o n lk ^  more ice 
than formerly estih^ted. I f a l l  
this ice melted, it'^x^dd drown 
New York, Los A n g e la ,^ n d o n  
and thousands of miles of sea- 
coasts under 40 to 300 or more 
feet of water above present sea 
levels.
The sun’s gas or atmosphere 
seems to reach out and envelop 
the earth, and the sun keeps fir­
ing x-rays at us;
- -PowerfuL and mysterious elec 
trie currents flow around the 
pquator, 60 or more miles over 
our heads;
These are some main findings 
from nine months of IG Y studies 
~-a mere split - second in man­
kind's total recorded time on 
earth.
18-MONTH YEAR
IG Y  is an 18-month "year'’ 
which began last July 1. I t  set 
10,000 scientists from 67 nations 
exploring the earth, its seas, air
the space beyond, and its all- 
important warming sun.
Some ' fashioned Sputniks, Ex­
plorers and Vanguards to feel out 
space. Some scientists are float­
ing on lonely ice floes in Arctic 
waters, or living out a frig year 
in the Antarctic. Othys man 
mountain observatories,*c h e c k  
tide gauges on Pacific islands, 
study the earth’s insides through 
earthquake recordings.
Others launch thousands of bal­
loons and hundreds of rockets to 
mfeasure weather and air a dozen 
to 200 miles overhead, sail oceans 
to probe mysteries of the seas, 
study the northern lights, or puz­
zles of earth's magnetism and 
gravity,
BEAUTIFUL IDEA
. Conceived a n d  directed by 
scitetists, IG Y  is motivated by a 
simple * and beautiful idea: If  
scientists” everywhere work to­
gether in studying the physical 
forces affecting our planet, we 
can make giant strides toward 
understanding weather, the oc­
eans, space, the earth.
The yei|ults promise to be fevo- 
lutionarj^.f
Consider, first, the man-made 
moons. They are saying space 
flight looks reasonably safe for 
humans to land bn the moon, or 
to build and . live on satellite 
weather stations peering down 
upon earth to give global reports 
on weather, the birth of storms, 
and their path.
The moons found little hazard 
from tiny meteors, the size of 
sand-specks or larger, out in 
space.
The satellites will also help an­
swer the question whether dust 
from these meteors, which we 
see as shooting stars, helps pro­
duce rainfall by providing nuclei 
for raindrops to form around. 
They’ll help tell how cosmic rays 
are influenced by the earth’s 
magnetic fields, and hence help 
clarify the story of the earth’s 
magnetism.
The sun spits out bursts of 
x-rays. These were mea.sured by 
rockets flying up 75 miles high, 
a minute after a flare or explos­
ion was spotted on the sun by
IGY observers.
These and other rays from the 
sun have profound effects on the 
ionosphere, the electrified layers 
of air 50 to 200 miles high, on 
which our radio communication 
depends.
All life and weather depend on 
the sun. When facts about x-ray 
bursts are tied together with IGY  
observations of solar flares, of 
radio blackouts, of w e a t h e r *  
changes, of the sun as felt or seen 
by special instruements in man­
made moohs, scientists will be 
able to produce a more complete 
story of the sun’s life and its ef­
fects upon humans.
Sea-going scientists, the ocean­
ographers, are mapping out bur­
ied canyoris, valleys and moun­
tain ranges through echo-sound­
ings of the ocean floors.
Arctic adventurers floating on 
an ice-floe discovered an unknqwn 
mountain range near the North 
Pole. With a camera, they caught 
pictures of unidentified curious 
tracks on the Arctic Ocean floor, 
7,000 feet down.
The sea is the richest farm for 
food — its bounty depends upon 
ocean currents and turn-over of 
deep and shallow water to re­
fertilize sea life. Ships are sailing 
thousands of miles piecing out this 
story *4horoughly - fon - the. first 
time.
In  Antarctica, a vast area cov­
ering 5,000,000 square miles, Rus­
sian, British and U.S. scientists 
are reporting evidence that part 
of it, at least, could be a vast 
chain of islands and mountains 
rather than land which — if the 
ice cover ever melted —* would 
rise above sea level.
In many areas, bedrock or land 
lies hundreds to 5,000 feet below 
sea level. Ice has massed 2,000 
to 12,000 feet — more than two 
miles high. Large areas once 
thought to be ice-covered land 
seems actually to be valleys or 
frozen bays. ;
■These new findings, made by 
timing the echoes bouncing back 
from surface explosions, indicate 
the world’s biggest ice cube is 
much more massive than be­
lieved.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Canadians of Irish descent num­
ber almost 10'per cent of the 
Lotal population, but a lot more 
than that will be wearing a sprig 
of the shamrock and a green tie 
Monday, St. Patrick’s Day.
The great day for the Irish now 
is no t^  by the whole populace, 
and television and radio start 
their St. Patrick’s presentations 
days before the event.
But the celebrations are a lot 
more decorous than in the old 
days, when many a head was 
broken with a shillelagh in re­
ligious collision?* Even in Ireland 
itself, time has softened the 
ancient rivalries.
St. Patrick’s Day however al­
ways brings up the controversies 
a1x>ut the famous saint himself. 
FAMED CAREER 
The date, March 17, marks the 
presumed anniversary of St. Pat­
rick’s death about 461 AD. I t ’s 
agreed that he died at Abbey 
Saul in County Down.
But historians at different times 
have called him a native of Eng­
land, Ireland, Wales or France. 
Some have said he was really a 
Scotsman, born at Kilpatrick near 
Dumbarton.
St. Patrick was born in 389 AD 
in England, by most accounts, 
and he was educated as a Chris­
tian. He was kidnaopcd at the 
age of 16 from his father’s farm 
by pirates, and sold to a_ petty 
chieftain in County Antrim in 
Northern Ireland.
These accounts show that he 
escaped six years later to France, 
where he became a monk, and in 
431 went to Rome. From Rome he 
was sent ta  Ireland as a mis­
sionary.
DEVOUT' WORKER 
All historians agree that he was 
a famous missionary — Irish bi 
ographers say he founded 365
churches in Ireland and person* 
ally baptized 12,000 persons.
He is forever associated with 
the shamrock, which he employed 
to draw a lesson in a legendary 
incident while preaching at Tara. 
When a druid priest challenged 
the mystery of the Holy Trinity, 
St. Patrick picked a shamrock 
and held it aloft to show that 
three could combine in one, and 
one in three.
Religious services for St. Pat­
rick’s Day were held both on 
Sunday and today. One of the 
most famous is that at Down 
Cathedral, the ancient memorial 
church aj Saul in County Down, 
which stands on the spot W’here 
the saint is believed to have 
preached his first sermon after 
returning from Rome, more than 
1,500 years ago.
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Toronto's Gas 
W ar Continues
TORONTO <CP) -  Toronto’s 
gasoline price war continued 
apace with some d e a l e r s  
selling standard grade gas for 
nearly eight cents a gallon below 
normal prices. There were indi­
cations however, some dealers 
are ready to call a halt.
D. J. Fletcher, managing di­
rector of the Ontario Retail Gaso­
line and Automotive Services As­
sociation, said last week oil com­
pany proposals to .subsidize deal­
ers who sell at cut-rate prices are 
“just a subsidy to bankruptcy.” 
His association has asked the fed­





British Columbia division of 
the Canadian Paraplegic Associ­
ation has established a perma­
nent office at the G. F . Strmig 
Rehabilitation Centre, 900 West 
■Iwenty-Scvcnth Avenue.
Establishment of the office was 
announced at the recent annual 
meeting by division chairman, 
Dr. J. W. Guff, who added that 
the division hopes eventually to 
organize a full-time staff for pro­
motion of the welfare of para­
plegics through legislation, job 
placement, organization of a 
housing registry, wcational train­
ing and other methods.
B.C. division of the C.P.A. was 
reactivated in 1957 in the inter­
ests of persons who have suffered 
spinal paralysis or other disabil­
ity through accident or disease.
Dr. Cluff was re-elected by ac­
clamation as division chairman, 
as were D. L. Mowat, vice-chair­
man, and J. T. Mackie, secre­
tary-treasurer.
Directors are Herbert Cornish, 
E. J. Desjardins, G. D. Ekman, 
George Filer, Robert Golds­
worthy, Neil Hamilton, Donald 
Manuel, Jock Morrison, Dr. W. 
J. Thompson, A. P. Vander Lin­
den, R. L. Wood, Mrs. H. Ander­
sen, W. T. G. Atwood, Frank 
Borchan, Miss M. Goodacre, 
Bruce Gray, J. C. Hall. William 
Noton and Bernard Wallich.
Honorary members are Col. C. 
C. I. Merritt, V.C., and Minister 
cf Labor, Lyle Wicks.
GREAT GROUP
Members of the Girl Guides, 
like Boy Scouts, are trained to 
do their daily good deed.
THE SACK GETS ROYAL APPROVAL
The controversial sack look 
gets the stamp of royal ap­
proval as Queen Elizabeth, left, 
and Princess Margaret watch 
the races at Sandown Park 
wearing the latest fashion line.
British women, who have been 
cautious about adopting the 
sack design, will now follow the 
example of the royal fashion- 
setters.
SPICY PLANT
Wild ginger, with its pungent 
rootstock, is found in wooded ar­
eas from New Brunswick to Man­
itoba.
WAS ARMY SCOUT
PAWNEE. Okla. (AP) Rush 
Roberts, last surviving member 
of the Pawnee Indian scouts for 
the U.S. Army, has died He was 
99. Roberts was the youngest of 
100 Pawnee chosen as scouts for 
soldiers assigned the job in 1876 
of avenging Gen George A. Cus­
ter’s death.
NEW ARMY; OLD NAME
LONDON (Reuters) — Angus 
Maude, Conservative yiember of 
Parliament, h a s  complained 
the British Army is using a cam­
paign slagan originally coined by 
Oliver Cromwell, the English dic­
tator who fell 300 years ago. 
"The new model army” Is tha 
slogan.
Girl With Trii Name
i l l J i
By E D D Y  GILMORE
LONDON (A P ) -  Catherine 
Priscilla Cavc-Browne-Cave re­
turned to Britain from Canada 
the other day and .said people in 
the new world refused to believe 
her very old name.
T h e y  said 'Mine's home- 
awcet-home,” she reported.
Miss Cave-Brownc-Cave's name 
isn't very odd over here.
Double-ba rrellcd na mes weigh 
down the pages of Who’s Who 
and Debrett’s Peerage. There 
are triple - barrelled and even 
double-barrelled monickers. The 
champion jaw-breaker of all, per­
haps, is;
Adm iral, Hon. Sir Reginald 
Aylmer Ranfurly Plunkett-Ernlc 
Erlc-Drax,
PRONUNCIATION DIFFERS
But there’s also: Sir John
Homo - Purves - Hume - Camp­
bell (pronounced; Hume-Purves- 
Home-Campbcll).
Another long one is Charles 
John R o b e r t  Hepburn-Stuart-
Forbes-Trefusic, or Lord Clinton, 
The m an, whose name and 
address probably take up more 
space on an envelope than any 
other man in the United Kingdom 
is; ,
Sir Charles Michel Dillwyn- 
Venablcs-Llewclyn of Pennler- 
gaer, Llangyfelach and Ynis-Y- 
Gerwn, Cadoxton Juxta, Neath, 
Glamorganshire.
‘‘P r o n o u n c e  It," say.s Sir 
C h a r i  cs, "Dilwin - Venables 
Hloocllin."
Sir Fitzrov Hamilton Anstru- 
thcr-Gough-Calthorpc is closer to 
London, Basingstoke, to be ex* 
act.
And:
Sir Thomas Coats G\en Glen 
Coats.
Sir William Andrew Malcolm 
Martin 011  p h a n t Montgom­
ery CunningjiniTjc.,
One of the hardest to get right 
is Sir Ranulph Twlslcton-Wyke- 
lam-Flcnncs.
How to pronounce some' of 
them can be vexing. The mar-; 
quess of Cholmond'clcy lists his 
pronunciation ‘‘Chumley," whHe 
Sir Hugh John Frnncl.<i Sib- 
thorp Cholmelcy calls himself 
‘Chumly,"
plunged into 
WRim toUowlng •  coUlilon 
automobllq n ic k e r  






LONDON ICP) -  London’s 
Westminster public school thinks 
it has produced more theatrical 
talent than -nny Other .school 
Graduates include Sir John Gicl 
gud, Peter Ustinov, Jack Hiilbcr:
ASSISTANT TO CNR HEAD
MONTREAL (CP)-Rallph T, 
Vaughan,\ 38. lawyer nnd Iformcr 
newspaper man and executive 
assistant to the premier of Nova 
Scotia, has been appointed as­
sistant to the iliresldent' of the 
CNR. lie  Is n former reporter 
city editor and news editor oi 
the Halifax Herald.
ANNUAL EVENT  
TORONTO (CP) ~  Carol Hos- 
mus, a, suburban 1/mg Dranch 
waitress who won 81,000 In 
service club , draw last year 
tapiped the same dub for another 
•1,000 In another draw.
*0h, heavens, I  don’t know how you could 
get along without the newspaper! You’d never 
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t^rom “Tlis Punctloni of Nowspspors for Their Readors," a study conducted t o t  nowspspom by Soeist Resesreh, In*
NEWSPAPERS + PEOPLE = ACTION
evoty d a y  w hen newspapers and  peop le^ g e t toge the r, 
th in g s  s ta r t popp ing . News stories, e d ito r ia ls  a n d  fe a ­
tu res  co n s ta n tly  arouse readers to  a c tio n . So does the  
odvertising. W ith o u t  It, os th e  la d y  spys, "Y o u 'd  never 
know  a b o u t sales o r where to  buy  a n y th in g ,"
N ew spaper a d ve rtis in g  d if fe rs  fro m  m a n y  o th e r k inds 
because it  Is w an ted . People n o t o n ly  look fo r  a d ve rtis in g  
In the  newspaper —  th ey  oct upon It. T h e y  buy fro m  it .
t h a t 's  w hy  n ^ td  m oney is spent In  newspapers th a n  In  \ 
rad io , te lev is ion , m agazines and ! o u tdoo r com bined.
N e a rly  4,CXX),000 newspapers o fo  b o ug h t d a ily , p ro v id in g  
news, fea tu res, In fo rm a tio n  —- and advertis ing . I f  It 's  
oction you vvant —  octlon y o u 'll g e t fro m  yo u r a d ­
ve rtis in g  in  the  action m edium , th e  d a ily  newspaper.
If It’s Businesi You Want. . .  ft'i Newipapen You Need
\
' n
THE PAS IS JUMPING DURING TRAPPERS' FESTIVAL
The Pas, in northern Mani­
toba, is alive with trappers, 
winter sports enthusiasts and 
spectators who come from all 
parts of the province for the 
annual Trapper’s Festival. 
HighUght of the colorful threc-
day festival is the world’s 
championship dog race, which 
draws entrants from many 
Canadian and U.S. areas. Wiif 
Cudmore. left; shows some of 
the handsome trophies to be
New Zealander Plays 
Big U.S. Science Role
Editor’s Note: A New Zea­
lander, Lord Rutherford, pio­
neered — at McGill, Manches­
ter and Cambridge -r- mneb of 
the basle atomic research that 
made possible today’s weap­
ons. Now another New Zea­
land - bora scientist is playing 
a big nde in nuclear progress 
as head of the laboratory pro­
ducing TJJ3. satellites.
awarded. Mrs. Marie Ouellette, 
right, a grandmother who de­
feated the predominantly male 
field in the dog race two years, 
hopes to repeat the feat this 
year, __________
HISTORIAN, PHILOSOPHER, AUTHOR
Carnegie Endowment President 
Completes Long Road To Freedom
of
By JOSEPH MacSWEEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
NEW YORK (CP) — You see 
not age, but youth, in the wise 
old eyes of Dr. James Thomson 
&otwell, who is almost 84.
An intellectual jack - of -  all 
trades,;the Canadian-bom pres­
ident emeritus of the Camegla 
E  n d 0 w m ent for International 
Peace now is completing a new 
book—one of many writing.s—en­
titled The Long Road to Free­
dom. And he's already made a 
start on two others.
Historian, philosopher, teacher, 
diplomat, author, editor, poet, so­
cial reformer, public speaker, 
Shotwell said with a sm ile:'
“ Yes, I  suppose it is true that 
I ’ve touched a number of careers 
in my time.
“But I  don’t put on a different 
hat for each.of these. The fun­
damental background is drawn 
chiefly from the study of history, 
MANY HONORS 
A lecturer and professor of his­
tory at Columbia University her^ 
for a total of 42 years, he added 
‘Tve tried to put tWs to work 
in the great cause of peace.”
Honors haVe been heaped on 
the kindly professor who has had 
statesmen for students and whose 
classroom is global. He has taken 
part in great events, including 
the Treaty of Versailles and the 
formation of the United Nations 
He was a tireless worker in sup­
port of the League of Nations.
Shotwell, a fascinating blend of 
tough reasoning and gentle senti­
ment, threw his interviewer an 
astdhished glance when he was 
asked whether he is a “scholar” 
or a “ student.”
"Is there a difference?” he in 
quired.
Does life improve with the 
years?
“ Of course, of course,” said 
the professor w i^  a patient ges­
ture. ,
Shotwell’s shoulders  ̂are bowed 
with age but his step is brisk 
and he works a full day at his 
office in the 11-storey Carnegie 
Peace Centre near UN hcadquai- 
ters!
He stepped out as president of 
the Carnegie endowment in 1950 
after serving in that office two 
years. Before that, he was direc­
tor of the economics and history 
division from 1924. Across the 
corridor from his office is a 5,- 
000-volume library presented to 
him bv the, organization.
SERVED PRESIDENT 
“They offered me an office 
over the East River if I  wanted 
It,” said Shotwell. “ I said I ’d 
take the one beside the library."
In 1918-19 he Was with Pres­
ident Woodrow Wilson at the 
Paris pbace conference, heading 
thg American delegation’s his­
tory division. He wa.s author of 
a social security ( article in the 
Treaty of Versailles.
Then he spent eight years 
mostly in Europe, ns general 
editor of the Carnegie-sponsored 
150-volume Economic and Social 
History of the (First) World IjVnr 
In which 200 cTtpcrts took part 
including M  wartime cabinet 
ministers. The history, covering 
16 countries, is in nine languages
Shotwell lectured on his con­
clusion from this massive study 
TTiat modern war ns an Instru 
ment of national policy could 
onlv resvilt in national suicide 
, and worldwide chaos.
He was head of a committee 
that defined aggression os a re­
sort to war In violation pf a given 
pledge to use fjcaceful means in 
the settlement of disputes. When 
the Treaty of I/)carno was signed 
in 1925. this test of aggression be- 
canao the International law of 
Europe.
A NEW TASK
This concept also played a part 
In the Brlnnd-Kellogg pact of 
1028. Rut the U.S. slate depart­
ment Insisted In Incoriwrntlng g 
\  renunciation of all war—not Just 
' Bg^sslve war — which, In the 
view of Shotwell, "could only 
make sense If yo»i arc a com­
plete pacifist,'’
Tn ihe perloil 1936-45, Shotwell 
turned to a now and completely 
dlffVcnt task, a study of U.S- 
Cnnudlaiv relations, organizing a 
series of conferences at Qviccn’s 
University. Kingston. Ont„ and 
SI, Ijtwrcnce University, Canton, 
N.Y. He edded a 25-volumo se­
ries on this subjccl.
' Shotwell returnwl io duty with 
the U.S. state department during 
the Second Worl«| War; then at- 
I, tended thd organizational meet­
ing of the UN In San Francisco
as chairman of consultants, the volume—not as a hobby but
body credited with the social and 
economic aspects of tho UN char­
ter.
For his many efforts on behalf 
peace, Shotwell was subseq­
uently nominated for the Nobel 
Peace Prize.
The scholar spices the narra­
tive of his fabulous career with 
anecdotes of the great and small.
He has written a score of books, 
some of them translated into 
several languages, including Chi­
nese.
BORN IN ONTARIO
In 1927-30 he was research 
rector of the Institute of Pacific 
Relations and has travelled in 
China and Japan.
The son o f  a Strathroy, Ont., 
schoolmaster, Shotwell was ed­
ucated at University of Toronto 
before coming to Columbia for 
his Ph. D. and remaining as a 
teacher. Eleven universities have 
honored him with doctorates, m-jBi-itish
By BALPIl DIGHTON
PASADENA. Calif. (AP) ■
Half an hour to annihilation.
“ In half an hour the East and 
the West could destroy civiliza­
tion. How long can mankind go 
on living this way?”
Bill Pickering forms a wry 
smile with his thin, almost lip­
less mouth, then adds 
“ Physical science has brought 
us to this stage. The solution 
must come from some o t,h e r 
source. . . . ”
Pickering — Dr. W. H. Picker­
ing — is the director of Cali 
fornia Institute of Technology’s 
jet propulsion laboratory, which 
developwl the U.S. satellite.
BUILT EXPLORERS
His vast laboratory, mother of 
Explorer I.- also produced Ex 
plorer I I  and it was Pickering 
who broke the news that the sec­
ond baby moon apparently was 
not in orbit
Of the future. Pickering says 
“We are sorely in need of some 
orinciplev that will save mankind 
from mutual annihilation."
But, says Pickering, do not 
blame scientists for this state of 
flS I
It  is the inevitable result of 
Canadian I man’s curiosity,” he says. “Let
once. He built the first radio set 
in Wellington and horrified his 
grandmother one Sunday by in­
sisting on listening to dande mu­
sic from Australia. But it was 
the only program he could get.
He 'switched from the Univer­
sity of New Zealand to the Cali­
fornia Institute of Technology as 
a student.
Here Pickering worked with 
Dr. Robert A. Millikan, founder 
of the school and a Nobel Prize 
winner.
After the Second World War 
Pickering went to Germany with 
Dr. The^ore von Karman, foun 
der of the jet propulsion labora­
tory, to study missile develop­
ment. In 1950 he was given re­
sponsibility for the Corporal mis­
sile program at the laboratory 
and in 1954 was made director of 
the lab.
When Pickering first became 
associated with the lab in 1944 
it had 400 employees. Now it has 
,000 and stretches across 8tt 
acres in a natural bowl in the 
foothills above this Los Angeles 
suburb.
The lab, Dr. Pickering says, is 
probably the world's most com- 
olete missile development centre. 
Propellents are developed and 
tested here. Gihnt wind tunnels 
duplicate flight conditins for 
missiles yet to come.
Here materials a r e  broken 
down, re-formed and combined 
into entirely ndw substances fiiat 





an ' ‘inner life.”
Sir Arthur Currie, -------------- --------- ,  „. ......
commander in the|?s hope that manArmy Corps commanue* ui to the solution.
First World War, went to Strath- find building
ry Collegiate with Shotwell. Unti-missiles to shoot down other 
They r e n e w e d  Iheir boyhood missiles. I  don’t know just where 
friendship when they met—“ still Uve Will find It, but find it we 
as ‘Art’ and ‘John’ ’’ — at the must and I feel confident we will, 
Paris peace conference. not in the laboratories but in, the
Shotwell can quote verbatim heart and mind of man.’’ 
from speeches he heard by Sir But the immediate goal, he 
Wilfrid Laurier and Sir John A. says, “is the exploration of 
Macdonald. He had "great ad-Upace.'
miration” for Sir Robert Borden, Every activity at the labora- 
who became prime minister andUory is bent toward that goal, 
developed extraordinary abilities U jf^ jjjg xo R M s FREQUENT 
despite an ordinary education.  ̂ | Bj.gin3torm sessions'come at








w id e '""
PARIS (Reuters) -About 300 
members of a nomadic tribe, the 
Ben Hadji, are proving a night­
mare to French officials. ^
’The Ben Hadji, dark-skinned 
and facially , somewhat resem­
bling t h e . A m e r i c a n  Indian, 
change their names and appear­
ance as easily as other people 
change their dothes.
They have no nationality, no 
homes, no Jobs, no religion. All 
French police have been able to 
establish is that they come from 
“somewhere, in North Africa.”
The Ben Hadji appeared in 
France about 1946 — exactly 
where from is anybody’s guess 
'They arc found mstly In the 
south, around Nice, Dijon, Bor­
deaux and Lvon, but some wan­
der in Italy, Switzerland and Bel 
gium.'
FILES USELESS 
Diion police have 22 Ben Hadji 
on their files as pickpockets or 
sleight-of-hand thieves. But files 
are sometimes of no use. The 
Ben Hadji—“ sons of the pilgrim 
—disguise themselves so excertly 
that police'have difficulty identi 
fying them.
One, arrested 43 times <]n vari­
ous charges, gave a different 
name each time. He looked dif­
ferent each time, too, so that 
ohotographs were no good and 
the police each time had to re­
sort -tô  fingerprints.
AiiotiMSlr, ' arrested for minor 
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PASSPORT TO PARIS FOR LUCKY CANADIAN
Parisian singer Annie Roja 
iosses a bottle into the River 
Seine while Gabby Wagenheim 
plays “The Wedding of the 
Seine and the St. Lawrence” on 
his accordion. If the bottle 
should find its way to Canada.
the finder will be rewarded 
with a free trip to Paris. TTie 
invitation was extended in con­
nection with the Franco- 
Canadian exhibition. The bottle 
contains music and words of 
the song Wagenheim composed.
Quebec Police Reap Harvest 
O f Teen-Age Liquor Vendors
^ m e  of the
had every advantage of educaJj^rojn pjeker-
tion. And some of the wisest had bulges
never learned their wisdom in thel pressure but no one can re­
schoolroom.’’ . member seeing Pickering ruffled.
He had famous frien<^ . and ••jjg'g jjot only a brilliant scien- 
acquaintances, including the mm cays a man who works for
T3«i.:ASr>Vk wk A T.lAVfll* * . . _
sor’s statement: ” e  f ‘ e .. Washington, or perhaps 
most foolish people I have known -u-ogH. sends scientists
prime ministers, Lloyd hini. “He’s warm and intenselyeluding five in Canada and one|George and Ramsay MacDonald. “ ; ... ^ understandingIn Wo wac rfornrafoH hv ___A/1on- VlTal, wUn ain Hungary. He was decorated by 
Belgium, G r e e c e ,  Yugoslavia, 
France and Czechoslovakia.
In his autobiography, already 
started, he tells in somewhat 
nostalgic terms of life in Strath­
roy in the 19th century:
“On the whole, there was a 
charm in the quiet, sequestered 
life of those far-off years which 
is not to be found in the breath­
less race against time in the 
world today.
I t  was not a trivial world. In­
deed, l  am inclined to think that 
that age was much less trivial 
than this. I f  the interests were 
local, they were real.”
As a boy he helped with'farm  
chores ahd later helped put him­
self through college by tutoring 
in Latin. He now owns a -farm 
in Woodstock, N.Y. but he and 
his wife, his boyhood sweetheart 
for whom he wrote a poem iri his 
70th year, spend much of their 
time in their Manhattan apart­
ment. 'lliey have two daughters 
The professor describes his
He worked with Konrad Aden-i  ̂ problems. I ’ve gone to
auer when the West GermanL^^ confessed a stupid boner 
chancellor was mayor of Cologne. . . laughed. I t  takes a
He was a close adviser of _Pres-|j^,^ T«=n that. But he knowsClos a ĵjĝ  p
ident WUson it won’t hapoen again.”
acquaintance » w i t h  Presidents quality keens him sur-
Hoovef and Roosevelt.  ̂ rounded by ̂ technical experts who
t h in g s  TOPICAL ' might otherwise succumb to the
"But people today don’t care lucrative offers of industry, 
about the past.” said Shotwell. ‘‘S^^ntists don’t make_^^^^^^  ̂
“You should ask me about topical money, an aide ̂  says. PicKer 
.. ing and most of the others here
Here are somp of the opinions could 
he gave in answer to questions: arie^ on ^
On the U N - ”No, it  isn’t  fully because ^of the umque 
living up to one’s hopes, but I  sphere -think it is better than iieople Only here Can we fi^ in te m ^ ^
r e a l i z e . !  have unbounded compamonship and freedom to do 
faith .. a whole job in research.
On' C anada-“Yes. I  sUU feel I Before E x p To r  e r. I  
attachment, but not to the launched, few outside the realm 
point of being a hyphenate, I  waspf science ^ a d  phrict
here  12 years before taking out Pickering. Hejva®  iJorn  ̂Chnst- 
citizenship. I ’m deeply honored mas ^ - , 1,
at being remembered in Canada. Pharmacist and his \/ife m W -
During the'war, I  was asked to mgton, New Zealand. 
cO-operate in the Strathroy v ie -BUILT RADIO
......................... tory loan drive, and thejr very Pickering can’t r e m e m b e r
poetry — he has published one kindly named awards after me.” I when he wasn’t interested in sci-
DIES IN PLUNGE
NEW YORK (AP) — The-pub­
lisher 'of a magazine for home 
economics teachers plunged to 
death from his 16th - floor hotel 
room last week. The man was 
identified as Charles H. Goudiss 
Jr., about 55. Goudiss published 
Forecast For Home Economics 
also known as Forecast Magazine 
which was founded by his father 








to ffe r f  
■cheeSs.V
selves as begfi®tS»«fiUOS
The men transform thei 
into businessmen, Turks, 
thing. > ' ■
A Ben Hadji thief dem 
strated some of his f^V® 
tricks io t  the benefit of Dijob po­
lice. He bought drinks at a bar, 
offered the cashier a 1,000-franc 
note, and then picked up both the 
note and his change. His sleight- 
of-hand was so swift that the 
cashier noticed nothing.
k|ji.xlj[ONTREAL (CP)
' ■‘■jieejkagers—51 boys and 40 
iined 110 plus 





Carl Lennox, 25, of Glencaim 
was committed recently to 
stand trial for manslaughter as 
the sequel to the death of his 
16 - months - old daughter from 
head injuries. Debra Lennox died 
in hospital Feb. 12 after two 
emergency operations. Her fa­
ther was charged three days 
later.
DEATH FOR $15;0(H) THEFT
VIENNA (AP) — ' The man­
ager of the Bulgarian state grain 
buying agency at Russe on the 
Danube River has been sen 
tenced to death -for embezzling 
products worth about' $15,000. 
Bulgarian newspaper reported he 
will be shot and IB other em­
ployees of the agency will serve 
prison sentences of . one to eight
Ninety-,able to get Into the ]am m ^  
'courtroom, where no disturbance 
was reported.
The raid was made by about 
40 Quebec liquor police and pro­
vincial police, following an order 
^riday that all one-^y liquor- ‘ 
selling licences v/ef e  canceU^ 
until further, notice.
‘ T h e  youngsters w ere taken to 
PQlice headquarters in police,vaqs 
and held there.
V'tlt was hours after the raid be- 
ibra'mo.st of th e ' parents knew 
t  bad happened and that their 
ra were in the hands of
$50 and parents 
jshbw up by 4:30 a.m. 
ive their children in cu$-
New Surrey Hospital 
Delayed By Strike
CLOVERDALE,' B.C. (CP) — 
Opening of the new Surrey Me­
morial Hospital here may be itte- 
layed if the electrical workers 
strike continues, hospital trus­
tees told Surrey council Satur­
day.
the hospital board, said striking 
members of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Work­
ers are imperiling the health of 
Lower . Mainland residents by 
causing delays in construction of 
the hospital.
M r. Hope-Johnson,. head of a 
trustees delegation which ap­
peared before council, said it will 
be impossible to open the 128 
bed hpspital as scheduled July 1 
unless electrical workers are 
available to complete v i t a l  
phases of the project.
high schbtd ,-e 
to be
arrested Fridajgfii, 
today at a'danijai; 
Verdun recept*"' 
In  the cou 
fore the mass ' 
parents milled;;ii! 
the handling ofif 
bee liquor .
M an Beiilg 
In O nt. Murder
NORTH BAY. Ont. (CP).— Poh 
lice charged Harold Steeyes, 42, 
with murder Saturday a few 
hours after the battered body of 
Mrs. Helen McCall, 42, was .found 
in her apartment bedroom.
The woman’s daughter, Lynn, 
16, found the Mantily-clad body 
in the bedroom after she re­
turned from a movie. Friday 
night. Police said Mrs. McCall 
was beaten and jdeked to death.
Steeves, a h u s k y  railway 
steamfitter, was arrested on a 
downtown street. He offered no 
resistance.
Wally :Hytri«»nV^jpreb[dent of 
the,'^entictpn iJayce^, said that 
he will wheel Carl Homer, pres­
ident of • the Vernon ^chamber, 
down Vernon’s main street in «  
wheelbarrow if that city donates : 
more blood to the Red Cross 
donor clinic this month than Pen­
ticton.
I “ If, M r. Romer accepts tho 
challenge and Penticton donates, 
the more blood, he has to come 
to Penticton and wheel me doWn 
Main Street,” said Mr. Harri­
son. '
Penticton is the present holder 
of the Red Cross trophy for blbod 
donations in the Okanagan.
For fast, efficient truck service ,
that keeps downtime low . . *
Buy your trucks
InternplionQ l Truckt a re  bu ilt, to ld  an d  serviced b y  IrQck ipocla lis is l International 
offers the most complete line of trucks in Canada. When yop buy art Inters 
national, you get the right truck for youjr job ... backed by the prompt and 
expert truck service that prbtects ypur profits in the years to come.
950 Internolional Truck DeaUri from coast to 
cecst aro speciallsta in truck sales and aervlcp. 
22 Cf>inpany-«wnail, Pn>nri)ti .stand behind 
International Dealers and the trucks they sell. 
These International branches oporato Can­
ada’s roost modern truck service centres.
Compisis Poris Invsntory at all 22 . Branches 
and four strategically located Parte Depotk 
provide Dealers w|th fast parte Supply. 
Inisrnatleiial Technical Fjeld k^ep dealers 
Tu)ly inf(nrmed oh new service data and 
procedures. ' , ' '  ’ -./ - '
In an ago of specialization. . .  
it will pay you to deal with truifk specialista 'f ♦
J L  J L w  ■
IV ‘ ‘
I N l I RNAT l OMAt  HARVUSTIR COMf ANY Of  CAN/ADA l IM I f f b
1296 Station Street VancouVors B X.
IV A
; tT E . SOBElat F. CHAILTON L/CPL. FRANK A. BRADFORD
NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS GRADUATE
CrN. BAEOUD GOODISON
 ̂ Three Kelowna and district
* men were among the 150 young
* soldiers who graduated from the 
I  Junior non-commissioned offi- 
'cersV school held recently at 
I Camp Wainwrigrt. A member
* of the 2nd Bn. Princess Pa-
.AT EAST KELOWNA
tricia’s Canadian Light Infan­
try, situated at Hamilton Gault 
Barricks, Edmonton, Pte. Charl­
ton, 31. is the son of J. G. Charl­
ton. Kelowna; L/Cpl. Bradford 
is the son of M r. and Mrs. J. 
-• W®stbank, and is
a member of the 1st Queens
Own Rifles of Canada, situated 
at Calgary. Cfn. Goodison, 37, 
is a member of the 214 Work­
shop RCEME, Vancouver, and' 
'is  the son of M r. and Mrs. G. 
C. Goodison of Kelowna.
(Dept. National Defence Photos)
W .l. Members Told Of Good Response 
To Clothing For Destitute People
. EAST KELOWNA: The mon­
thly meeting of the Women’s In­
stitute was held in the commun­
ity  hall, with tlui president in 
the chair. Meeting was called to 
■brder with the singing' of the 
^stitute Ode.
. Minutes were read and the fin- 
tmcial report given. The recently 
lield card party'was very succes- 
s W  and the president expressed 
thanks to iHie convener. The B.C. 
W .l. news letter says a letter of 
thanks was received from Dr. 
Xiotta Hitechmanova’s secretary 
who says *T have been asked to 
■write and tell you of the lovely 
'' Results we are having froiri fold­
ers sent to members of the 
Women.’s Institutes. Not only are 
■& rich harvest of excellent clojhr 
}og,and layettes pouring into'Dor  ̂
depot at Vancouver, but dona? 
tlons and help of all kinds iw c .  
being sent to U.S.C. headqui^j;- 
'ters. Many wretched adults>;i 
children overseas look iorw< 
new life and hope bec^  
your kindness.”  ,
After the busihe?,(f?
-Vtt
guest speaker was Mrs. R. C. 
Palmer, president of the Kelowna 
Women’s Institute.
Afternoon tea was served. A 
number of guests were invited 
to hear the speaker. Mrs. Pal­
mer, who was a delegate to the 
first national convention of the 
Federated Women’s Institute' 6f 
Canada which was held In 
tawa in October. ofr lABUJI 
gave a most Intes^sth^ . 
formative talk oh, the;blg 
of the c o n v e n t ^ l ^ ' f ■
The presi^h^';?
Palmer - Tor ! a"':.ve





Funeral service wav held 







Help In Getting 
O ttaw a Support
OYAMA—Forming part of a 
fruit industry delegation to the 
annual Horticultural Council 
meeting in Ottawa last week 
were M r. A. Claridge, represent­
ing the BCFGA executive, and 
M r. H. W. Byatt of the board of 
governors, B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd 
The Canadian Horticultural 
Council is a national organization 
cf representatives of aU phases 
of horticulture and allied indus­
tries, and its purpose for exist­
ence is to advance all matters 
tending to Improve horticulture, 
including such matters as plant 
origination and registration, pro­
duction. grading, packing, trans­
portation, storage and marketing. 
In this capacity, the organiza- 
tjon also acts as a two-way chan­
nel of approach with the federal 
government, and is accepted as 
such by them.
The delegation from this in­
dustry was able to obtain coun­
cil endorsement of several reso­
lutions dealing with grading 
changes which were requested 
at the recent BCFGA annual con­
vention, and it is felt that these 
changes, when Implemented, will 
prove of high value to Valley 
growers.
PRICE SUPPORT
Of particular importance to 
every resident who is interested 
in the welfare of the fruit grow­
ers of this area, is the fact that 
council endorsement was obtain­









^  Byatt of 
S^^tetview  
Sm  .of agrl- 
f Harkness.
. Ti^^fepcfirtsrbf these talks 
an(J’. |h te i^ ‘Ws will be given by 
M|X"^^yatt and M r. Claridge to
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Suppheo by
Odium Brown Investments Ltd 
3 ^  Bernard Ave 
Today’s Eastern Prices 
(as at 12 ncxMi)
' averages
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^ w e r s  at regular BCFGA local 
meetings held in this area.
, jesKeaded at 
f.j,t(iu^;going over- 
Updn his
H A U ^ (
0 :
A T ,r  ; ‘
DYCK'S DRUGS
THE BUSY DRUG STORE 
IN KELOWNA




^fifweeks stay in the
with Mrs. L. 
to Kamloops 
ad where they 
J d a ^ , who' is a 
i^uille.
Ifia is ’been a happy week 
:or ,tbe pupQs of the East Kel- 
oakm’a School, and their, teachers, 
for ithe order was given to pack 
iq; and move into the new school.
Tom Solmer is a patient in the 
Kelowna General Hospital.
’The Saturday night dances 
which have been held in the 
community hall during the win­
ter, Will be discontinued. The 
next dance will be held in the 
hall Easter Monday with Pete 
Stoltz Orchestra in attendance.
™  l? p , <^pturned to
aSBtv-'Whert and his wife 
jcfLnritil’ fh ^ ’ moved to Rut­
in .194&. pd had resided at 
;Richter St. since 1955. 
-.,1^$ldes, his wife, Blanche, he 
leaves one brother. Lake, in Cal- 
five grandchildren and 
several nieces and nephews.
./• Pallbearers at Saturday’s rites 
were F . Stone, EK Brooks, R. Eck- 
strand, C. Newsham, A. Smith 
and M. Forsjdhe. Day’s Funeral 
Service Ltd., was in charge
s t Uftp c o m p e t it io n
LONDON (CP)—Lord Geddes, 
president of the Institute of Pe­
troleum, said Japan is turning 
out 40,000 - ton taiUmrs in four 
months, and 85,000-ton tankers in 
five months. He said he is con­
vinced that “many of the ship­
builders in Europe — including 





NORTH HOLLYWOOD, Calif, 
(AP)—The human placenta has 
yielded hn extract which, a vet­
erinarian says, has eliminated 
cancer from many animals.
The placenta is the bodily 
membrane which nourishes the 
unborn child.
Dr. W. Steele Livingston • re­
fuses to say cancers in his ani­
mals have been cured. He uses 
the- - phrase “ complete regres­
sion,”  meaning tumors disap­
peared and have not returned.
'The liquid from the placenta 
apparently achieves this by cori- 
verting tumor cells-into normal 




B.A. OU 35% 35%
B.C. Forest • 10% 10%
B.C. Phone 43% 44
BeU Phone 41 4IV4
B.C. Power .,41 41%
Canadian Oil- 24 24%
CPR 23% 24
Cons Paper 33% 33%
Cons M  and S 18 18%
Dist Seag 26% 26%
Fam Players 14% 15
5’ord A 73 73%
Imp Oil 39 39%
Ind Accep 30% ‘ 30%
Inland Gas 6% 6%
Int Nickel 74 74%
Inter Pipe 43% 43%
Lucky Lager 4.45 4.50
Massey Harris 6 SV*
McCoU Fron 52% 52%
MacMill B 27% 27%
Okan t*hone 11 11%
Page Hersey 119 120
Powell RJver '  31V4 31%
A. V. Rowe 13% 14
Steel of Can 53% 53%
Trans .Mtn PI 49% ' 50
Walkers \  26% 26%
West Ply. 14 14%
OILS
Cal and Ed 20 20%
Cdn Husky 9.80 9.85
Cent Del Rio 7.10 7.20
Fort St. John 3.05 3.10
Home Oil A 15% 16
Home Oil B 14% 15









Okanagan Investments Unrated 
280 Bernard Avenue*, 
Kelowna. B.C.








37 , due 1959 
6th Victory Loan
99.00 99.25
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan
98.70 90.00
3 0̂ due 1962 
8th Victory lx>an
97.50 97.75
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan
96% 97.00




5% due 1977 
Saskatchewan
102.00 •—
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro
102%
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro
101% 103.00
5% due 1977 105 105%
THIS IS
Aspirin week
^  7 9 *  • "
ASPIRIN
CoMporaJ to  bwyho A SFIR M  
(n lint otl i  Tabittt
family Sixa
A  7 0
LO N G  SUPER DRUGS LTD.
U nder The T u rn in g  Sign
Ontario.
5% due 1964 102% -
Ontario
5% due 1975 104% 105.00
Corporations
Abitibi
4%7o due 1966 96.00 98.00
B.A. Oil
5%% dut 1977 102 103
B.C. Electric
5%% due 1977 101%, 102%
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 118.00 120.00
Woodward’s
5% due 1977 ' 108.‘00 109.00
Inland N i  Gas
5%% due 1977 103.00 105.00
Loblaw
6%  due 1977 103% 104%
Westcoast Tr. "C”
5%% due 1988 106 107
Kelly Douglas
67c due 1977' 100.00 101.00
Ex. Wts.
All quotations subject ifo market 
fluctuations.
PARAMOUNT PHONE____________________ 3111
No need to wait in line when yon use Book ’nckets 
NOW SHOWING — TWICE NIGHTLY — 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
NAKED TRUTH
...ab ev t Mow York's fongator^fMoii 
gormoirt iMfiw Irff
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
COMING YOUR WAY ON WAVES OF LAUGHTER! 
IT ’S A PANIC — IN  THE PACIFIC!
"D O N T GO NEAR THE WATER"
IS THE TIME TO BUY
BOYD
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
I TONIGHT and TUESDAY 
MARCH 17 and 18 
ST. PATRICK’S DAY 
SPECIAL
"CHECK POINT"
Auto Race Drama 
in color
Anthony Steele 
I .  Robertson Justice 
Llle Versois 
The New Italian Actress
I Terrific speed in a country 
road automobile race, bristl­
ing with action.
LOVE NO FRIEND 
OF PIPERS' BOSS
LONDON (Reuters) — Each 
member of a team of 16 girl 
bagpipe players leaving on an 
American tour later this month 
has signed a no-marriage con­
tract.
David Land, their director, 
is quoted by newspapers here 
as saying: “Love is my great­
est enemy. The Americans 
sweep the girls off their feet.
“Why, I  lost one drum-ma­
jor to a millionaire. He used 
to telephone her across the At­






Shqwlng at 7:05 and 10:20 
ADDED SUSPENSE HIT




NIGHTLY AT 8:40 p.m.
(Adult Entertainment Only)
Box Office Opens Nightly 6:30 p.m. — Show Starts Y  p.m.
SICfVlAY”̂
VERNON —  Highway 97 North At City Limits
YESIBARR & ANDERSON MUST MAKE ROOM FOR NEW MODELS. It means that every 
one of these feature packed G.E. TV sets has to move fast, and at ^hese prices that's how 
they w ill move. So HURRY many of these are "One Only's." Don't miss this, opportunity 
to save on these wonderful General Electric TV BARGAINS.
/  Custom Table Model C2IT27
COMING
Wednesday and Thursday 




Comedy Drama in color 






SEE IT  IN  KELOWNA 
Don and Dills Darlmr Shop have
V
had Luminous Ceiling installed. 
Sea for yourself the ‘New Look’ 
in modern lighting.
•  Deilgncd for Home, Officî  and Factory. ,
•  GUeS* complete ahadowleaa lighting—does away 
with unsightly appendagea from ceilings.
•  Can also be Incorporated wlUi alr-condlUonIng 
, . . heating and fire-prevcntlon aprinkicr eqnlp-
! ment. ’All concealed In the one celling.
a It'a 100 per cent efficient. Easily Installed. Eco­
nomical In coat.
Here is a beautiful model finished in dark walnut. 
Unmatched for quality in sound and picture 
production. 1 Only-Regular 339.00. SPECIAL
$ 2 4 9 0 0
' Custom Console Model C2IC40
Todays jnost advanced TV receiver, with every 
engineering feature to give you perfect tone and 
life like picture clarity in every area.
1 Only—Regular 359.00. SPECIAL
$ 2 7 9  0 0
Deluxe Console Model C21C43
Deluxe 22 tube chassis, top front tuning and 
lustrous wood grain cabinet.
4 Only—Regular 329,00. SPECIAL
$ 2 5 9 0 0
These arc just a few of the wonderful bargains 
that await you. Others as low as
SI 2 4 ”
SAVE UP TO 4 p%-EASY TERMS
SEE them Today at
Fpr further particulars and estimates 
C O N S U L T
DESCO PRODUCTS
Importers and Distribi|tor$ Phone Kelowna 4735
594 BERNARD AVE. (IN tER IO R ) LTD.
KELOWNA’S EXCLUSIVE G-E DEALER
PHONE 3039
/I
tr , ',111
